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 I. INTRODUCTION

 This paper is primarily concerned with the Modus Tollens inference
 adverted to by Dummett in [3], namely: arguments essentially analo
 gous to those which the Mathematical Intuitionists, at least when their
 case is presented in the way which Dummett has recommended,1 use
 to support their revisions of classical logic and mathematics lead to a
 yet more radical strict finitist outlook; this outlook, however, is
 incapable of issuing in a coherent philosophy of mathematics; there
 fore there must be something amiss with the arguments which lead to
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 it, and, by analogy, with the original intuitionistic arguments also.2
 As is familiar, Dummett's presentation of the case for intuitionism

 is based on very general considerations to do with meaning and
 understanding, applying not just in mathematics but to statements of
 all kinds. I shall assume that the reader is au courant with this way of
 presenting the intuitionistic case, and I shall not here attempt to
 expound it afresh in detail nor to elaborate the manner in which the
 more radical, strict finitist view grows out of it.3 Suffice it to say that
 the strict finitist is unable to see how, if it is-as it must be-by
 reference to experiences which we can actually have that we learn all
 language, and by means of capacities which we actually have that we
 manifest our grasp of it, there is any way in which we can genuinely
 have acquired an understanding of what it is for a statement to be
 true which we could not, if so, actually recognise to be true; nor any
 way in which we could so use our language as to constrain an
 interpreter to attribute such an understanding to us. Thus, whereas
 the intuitionist is content to regard as determinately true or false any
 arithmetical statement whose truth value can be effectively computed,
 at least in principle', the strict finitist will insist that the principle of
 Bivalence is acceptable only for statements the verification or
 falsification of which can be guaranteed to be humanly feasible.

 It is evident that the philosophical and mathematical exegesis of the
 strict finitist attitude will involve extensive commerce with a range of
 concepts of human intellectual capability: the actual cogency-or,
 following the terminology of the later Wittgenstein, surveyability - of
 proofs, the actual intelligibility of symbols, and so on. In [3] Dummett
 takes it that 'surveyable', 'intelligible', etc., are vague in just the same
 way as predicates of colour, predicates of human maturity-e.g.,
 'child', 'adult'-and old faithfuls like 'bald', 'tall', and 'heap', and that
 the vagueness of all these predicates renders them susceptible to the
 Sorites Paradox. A predicate is prima facie susceptible to that
 paradox just in the case where it is tolerant; that is, sufficiently small
 variations in some associated parameter are apparently insufficient to
 affect the justice with which it can be applied to something, whereas
 sufficiently large such variations are always so sufficient. For 'red' the
 appropriate parameter is of course, colour - provided we allow that
 colour can admit of indiscriminable variation.4 For 'bald' the ap
 propriate parameter is number of hairs. For 'intelligible', as applied to
 numerals, the appropriate parameter is size of the denoted positive
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 integer; and for 'surveyable', as applied to proofs, the appropriate
 parameters are length and complexity.

 Startlingly, Dummett adopts the view that these expressions are
 genuinely semantically incoherent: the Sorites reasoning is valid for
 them, and the associated paradoxes admit of no solution-a flawless
 case can be made for simultaneously applying and withholding these
 predicates to/from any object in their range of significant application.

 Whether or not Frege's reasons for it were altogether different,
 Dummett thus in effect endorses the Fregean view that vague
 expressions are defective; and his argument is that strict finitism is
 totally vitiated as a viable philosophy of mathematics by its recourse
 to them.

 The programme for the present paper is as follows. Section II will
 centre around the major premise of the Modus Tollens. Our question
 will be whether the intuitionist can provide cogent reason for drawing
 the line where he does draw it, and for refusing to travel on down the
 constructivist road in the company of the strict finitist. The issues
 here demand, obviously, close attention to the notion of decidability
 in principle: in particular, we shall need to attend to the notion of
 verification - something which, at the time of writing, is somewhat
 overdue from those of anti-realist sympathies. In Section III the focus
 of consideration will be the minor premise in the Modus Tollens; and
 we shall consider what the strict finitist can do by way of rebuttal of
 Dummett's view that he can proffer no coherent philosophy of
 mathematics. I shall argue that the answer to the leading question of
 Section II ought to be negative; and that Dummett's objections
 against the coherence of strict finitism can be beaten off. If these
 conclusions are correct, then strict finitism ought to be a growth area
 for researches in the foundations of mathematics; it is with a view to
 taking a small step towards fomenting that state of affairs that I offer,
 in the Appendix, an outline of an approach to a strict finitist seman
 tics for arithmetic.

 II. CAN THE INTUITIONIST REBUT THE MAJOR PREMISE OF THE
 MODUS TOLLENS?

 1. A Defective Tactic

 We had better begin by closing off one, admittedly unattractive, way
 for the intuitionist to cope with the Modus Tollens, based on accept
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 ing Dummett's conclusion about strict finitism. Compare the situation,
 on that assumption, with the old debate concerning impredicative forms
 of reasoning in mathematics: the association of such reasoning with
 the classic logical and semantic paradoxes led many philosophers to
 regard it as essentially spurious; but others felt that there was no
 reason to suspect certain at least of the classical proofs involving
 impredicativity (famously, the proofs of the power-set theorem and
 that every bounded class of real numbers has a least bound). To be
 sure, philosophers in the latter group typically conceded that they
 thereby incurred an obligation to give some other account of the
 source(s) of the paradoxes, but it is not clear that they needed to do
 so, nor that it would have been straightforwardly irrational to call
 such reasoning into doubt when and only when paradoxical con
 sequences were evident. If such an approach found few adherents, it
 was doubtless because nothing could have been more natural than to
 suppose that the paradoxes were the result of seductive but specific
 fallacies, which it should have been possible clearly to expose as
 such. But it is clear, with the benefit of hindsight, how difficult it is
 convincingly to support that natural view. The attitude remains com
 petitive to the present day that there is nothing identifiably wrong
 with any of the assumptions or methods of derivation involved in the
 paradoxes save that, in combination, they generate paradox; so that
 there is no call for suspicion of any of them in isolation, nor reason to
 doubt them, or forego their use, when no paradox appears to be
 forthcoming. Likewise, the fact that arguments at least very much
 akin to those of the intuitionist culminate in a philosophy of mathe
 matics beset by incoherence and paradox cannot be taken, without
 further ado, as decisive for the unacceptability of the intuitionist's
 own arguments. Rather the intuitionist may appeal to the very in
 coherence of the strict finitist position to justify his refusal to give his
 arguments so extensive, or radical, an application; and may then refer
 the onus back on to the Platonist to show that those arguments do not
 at least merit the less extensive application which the intuitionist
 proposes to give them.
 The trouble with this approach is that it costs the intuitionist's

 original philosophical arguments their purported cogency. The result
 is eclecticism: intuitionism remains a possible philosophy of mathe
 matics, but one for preferring which no compelling considerations can
 be advanced; just as no compelling reason can be advanced for
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 admitting the legitimacy of impredicative definitions and methods of
 inference in areas where they do not seem to lead to paradox. It is
 true that some philosophers, notably Kreisel, tend to take just such an
 eclectic view of the rivalry between Platonist and constructivist
 approaches. But such was never the intuitionists' view; for them, the
 distinctive methods and assumptions of classical mathematics were
 demonstrably unacceptable. If the general anti-realist ideas which
 Dummett has sketched are to be a satisfactory exegesis of the
 intuitionist standpoint, (purified of its original mentalism), those ideas

 must be taken to require dissatisfaction with classical mathematics
 and to command acceptance. And they cannot be reasonably taken to
 do either if they, or arguments closely akin to them, can be made to
 issue in a more extreme, radically defective outlook.
 This way with the Modus Tollens, then, will not do. It is possible

 for an intuitionist to take the view that his arguments show both that
 we cannot rest content with the Platonist conception of mathematics,
 or, as he sees them, the spurious concepts and unsound methods
 which it inspires; and that the incoherence of strict finitism shows
 that we cannot allow those arguments to be applied as fully as they
 might otherwise seem to warrant. The resulting position is not, at any
 rate, absurd. But it is parallel to the simultaneous claims both that the
 orthodox, impredicative proofs of certain classical theorems are
 cogent and that the paradoxes show that impredicative methods
 cannot be applied as widely as was supposed. So long as no auxiliary
 independently objectionable assumptions are discerned in the cases

 where paradox is forthcoming, no-one can be held to be unreasonable
 who refuses to regard impredicative methods as cogent; and so long
 as no important disanalogy is disclosed between the intuitionist and
 strict finitist critiques, bringing to light independent and objectionable
 features of the latter, the untenability of strict finitism, if it is
 untenable, will mean that no-one can be deemed unreasonable who
 refuses to regard the intuitionist critique as compelling. The situation
 would not inevitably be that there was doubt about the coherence of
 mathematical intuitionism: the point is rather that the best it could
 aspire to would be the status of an option, and the traditional
 crusading spirit of the intuitionists would be quite out of place.
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 2. Decidability in Principle

 What, then, are the candidates for the extra, putatively objectionable,
 assumptions which the strict finitist needs to make? The choice is
 somewhat restricted. The intuitionist demands that the Platonist
 should explain how an understanding could be conveyed to someone
 of what it is for a mathematical statement to be true in a way that
 transcends - or at least has no essential connection with-the pos
 sibility of proof; and he demands too an explanation of how someone
 who had grasped this ethereal notion could distinctively show that he
 had. The strict finitist agrees with the intuitionist both that these are
 explanations which the Platonist needs to give, and that no satis
 factory such explanations are possible; but he holds also that parallel
 explanatory obligations are incurred by anyone who accepts that lack
 of a guarantee of humanly feasible verification or falsification is no
 bar to regarding a particular class of statements as determinate in
 truth-value. The intuitionist, by granting that any effectively comput
 able arithmetical statement, for example, is determinately either true
 or false, commits himself to attributing to us a grasp of truth-or
 falsity - conferring circumstances of a kind which are in practice
 inaccessible not just to ordinary humans but to calculating prodigies
 and even to the most advanced computers; how are we supposed to
 acquire such a grasp, and how should we test whether someone
 indeed does have it?
 The restricted choice, mentioned above, available to the intuitionist

 in response to these pertinent questions is no more than two-fold: he
 must either answer the strict finitist questions or dispute their
 legitimacy - but without, in either case, implicitly supplying the Pla
 tonist with the means to mete out similar treatment to the cor
 responding intuitionist questions. The extra, objectionable assumption
 of the strict finitist would then be respectively either the assumption
 that his versions of the acquisition - and manifestation - challenges
 cannot be met by the intuitionist, or the assumption that they need to
 be met. But, obviously, neither tactic can be successful unless the
 intuitionist can satisfactorily characterise the class of statements
 which are in principle effectively decidable; for it is precisely in the
 case of this class of statements that the acquisition - and
 manifestation - challenges have to be shown either to be ill-taken or
 to be capable of being met. If no satisfactory account of this class can
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 be given, it appears that the intuitionist will find himself on very thin
 ice indeed. Lacking any principled account of the extent of his
 revisions to classical mathematics, he will be powerless to resist the
 major premise of the Modus Tollens; so powerless to confound the
 suggestion that, if any kind of constructivist philosophy of mathema
 tics can be cogently motivated, it will not at any rate be intuitionist.
 This may seem unfair. We could, after all, restrict our attention to

 arithmetic, where at least the extension of the intended notion may
 seem to be clear: an undecided arithmetical statment can be guaran
 teed to be decidable in principle just in case it is either quantifier
 and variable - free or involves quantification only over some finite,
 decidable subset of the natural numbers. As it stands, of course, the
 explanation is circular; but there is no reason at this stage to think it
 irremediably so, and the strict finitist is anyway prepared to cite at
 least some examples which he regards the intuitionist as mishandling.
 So locally at least, for the purposes of the philosophy of arithmetic,
 the intuitionist can set about trying to meet the challenge of strict
 finitism without attempting a general account of decidability in prin
 ciple. However, the facts remain: first, only a general account of the
 notion can serve to make plain exactly what intuitionistic mathemati
 cal prictice is to be, and exactly where, intuitionistically, classical
 logic is to be acceptable and where it is not; second, that the
 generality of the intuitionist and strict finitist ideas obviously entails
 that the issues between them, and with the realist, arise not just over
 mathematical statements but everywhere, so that there is no way of
 explaining what a generalised intuitionistic attitude comes to, let alone
 demonstrating its cogency and stability, without a generalized account
 of which statements may be regarded as decidably true or false in
 principle. We shall therefore investigate what can be offered by way
 of a completely general such account. If, or when, the investigation
 founders, that will be the time for the intuitionist to resort to more
 local tactics.

 Intuitionistically,

 '100100100+1 is prime'

 may be regarded as subject to classical logic while Fermat's 'Last
 Theorem', for example, may not. At first blush, it seems easy both to
 see the intended distinction and to generalize it. Human beings have
 certain practical limitations; of intellect, will, memory, eysight, con
 centration, stamina, and time, etc. But any task is in principle within
 our compass if some finite extension of these, or others, of our
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 capacities would bring it within our compass in practice. The simple
 suggestion is therefore:

 P : an undecided statement, S, may be regarded as decidable in
 principle just in case an appropriately large but finite
 extension of our capacities would confer on us the ability to
 verify it or falsify it in practice.

 Clearly, however, the explanatory power of this principle hinges on
 the status in this context of decidability in practice and finitude. Of
 the former, it is true, a committed strict finitist has no right to demand
 an account here; for it is a notion which he takes for granted in his
 own supportive arguments. But he is owed clarification of the latter, for
 there can be no assumption that the notion of finitude which P requires
 is common ground. And further explanation of practical decidability is
 needed in any case; for without it, it cannot be clear which statements
 in general satisfy P and are therefore, according to the generalized
 intuitionist view, acceptably subjected to classical logic-nor, I sup
 pose, whether the mathematical intuitionists are right to accept clas
 sical logic for just those arithmetical statements for which they do
 accept it. Nevertheless I propose, initially in what follows, to take
 actually computably true or false arithmetical statements as a
 paradigm of practical decidability; this notion will be the subject
 matter of the next subsection, and finitude that of subsections 5 and 6.

 3. Verifiability

 It is usually supposed that, for example, the hypotheses of theoretical
 science and certain sorts of statement about others' mental states - in
 particular, ascriptions of sensation - about which our natural view is
 realist, would be susceptible to a generalisation of the intuitionist
 challenge. Certainly it seems intuitively correct that no finite exten
 sion of any of our capacities would put us in a position directly to
 verify or falsify such statements. But what is verification? If arith
 metical computation is to be a paradigm of verification, then to be
 entitled to claim to have verified a statement, in contrast with merely
 having good evidence for it, cannot be to be entitled to claim a
 conclusive, indefeasible warrant for its assertion; for the most pain
 staking and careful execution of a computation confers no in
 defeasible guarantee that it is correct. The defeasibility of any
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 grounds we might have for a particular assertion is thus not sufficient
 to classify it as, properly speaking, unverifiable; equally, the
 availability of such grounds is not, as we should ordinarily think, even
 in the absence of all conflicting evidence, generally sufficient to
 constitute verifiability. For very many types of scientific hypotheses,
 for example, we can guarantee actually to be able to amass a body
 either of supportive or of conflicting evidence; the same is plausible
 for many types of statement about others' mental states. But that is no
 guarantee, or so we ordinarily suppose, that we can actually verify or
 falsify such statements. The problem is how to draw a distinction for
 ordinary contingent statements between possession of a verification,
 properly so regarded, and possession of supportive evidence; whether
 or not evidence of some sort is effectively available in a particular
 case is therefore irrelevant - if it is to be genuinely verifying, the evi
 dence has to be, though defeasible, of a certain character. What
 character?

 A natural thought is the following. Let us say that a type of ground
 for asserting a particular statement is canonical just in case it is a
 constraint on any admissible ground for asserting that statement that
 it simultaneously justify a belief in the existence of grounds of that
 type. Then computation supplies canonical grounds for the assertion
 or denial of any computationally decidable arithmetical statement; is
 verification, therefore, constituted simply by possession of strong,
 canonical grounds for the statement at issue?

 Certainly mathematical proof in the widest sense, is presumably
 verificatory; and we accept no grounds for the assertion of mathema
 tical statements which are not simultaneously grounds for believing in
 the existence of proofs of them. (Reliable authority in mathematics is
 reliable authority for the existence of proofs.)

 The thought however is stillborn. It is neither necessary nor
 sufficient for grounds to be verificatory that they be canonical. It is
 not necessary because a proof by higher mathematical means of a
 computationally decidable statement is verificatory but not canonical;
 and if it was, our practice to accept quasi-inductive grounds for
 asserting mathematical statements - Fermat's 'Last Theorem', for
 example, might be regarded as probably true if a very extensive
 computer run turned up no counterexample - it would be consistent
 both to continue to regard the appropriate kinds of proof as verific
 atory and to refuse to regard such indirect evidence as evidence for the
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 existence of proofs. It is not sufficient because, if that were our
 practice, quasi-inductive grounds for Fermat's 'Last Theorem' would
 be canonical for that statement but not verificatory.

 It is, indeed, not even sufficient for a certain type of statement to
 admit of verification that they have canonical grounds. The most
 obvious counter-example is the lowest level sort of scientific general
 ization: one containing no theoretical terms and capable of direct
 experimental corroboration. Such a statement is grounded if it is
 corroborated by a careful, appropriately extensive series of trials. But
 any ground for believing it is a ground for believing that it will, or
 would, be so corroborated; so that kind of ground is canonical. It is
 not, however, verificatory for such statements; and there are, plausi
 bly, no grounds which are verificatory for such statements.

 Is it, finally, a necessary condition for a type of statement to admit
 of verification that they be associated with canonical grounds of some
 kind? Certainly we do not want to regard statements about the past,
 for example, as susceptible to verification; and if memory, documen
 tation, presently accessible traces, and general theoretical con
 siderations are an exhaustive catalogue of the types of ground we
 have for such statements, then, plausibly, they have no canonical
 grounds either. For possession of any (sub-combination) of these
 grounds is no ground for supposing the existence of the others. The
 same, pace certain sorts of physicalist, may hold for other-ascriptions
 of mental states. But these examples do not establish a general con
 nection. And the only clear general connection seems to be this trivial
 one: any actually effectively decidable statement has canonical
 grounds, for any grounds we may have for asserting, or denying, such
 a statement are eo ipso grounds for an opinion about what the
 outcome of the appropriate decision-procedure would be. The trivial
 connection is, admittedly, not totally toothless: if our generalized
 strict finitist (or intuitionist) holds that only actually (or in principle)
 effectively decidable statements are properly subjected to classical
 logic, the connection gives him a simple sufficiency condition for the
 inappropriateness of classical logic for statements of a certain kind,
 viz. if none of the assertion-grounds associated with those statements
 are canonical. But we are no nearer a general account of what it is
 actually to verify a statement; the canonical status of arithmetical
 computation has pointed the way only to a cul-de-sac.
 A second prima facie promising aspect of the relation between a
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 feasible computation and any arithmetical statement which it verifies
 or falsifies is this: that if someone (i) comprehendingly carries out the
 computation correctly; and (ii) correctly apprehends the outcome; and
 (iii) possesses a correct understanding of the statement in question,
 the opinion he forms concerning the truth-value of the statement is
 bound to be correct; there is no further scope for error. In contrast,
 our best investigative procedures for unrestrictedly general scientific
 hypotheses, for instance, do not bear this relation to those state
 ments; one can fully comprehendingly correctly execute such a
 procedure, correctly apprehend the result, perfectly understand the
 statement(s) at issue, yet be simply wrong-as subsequent in
 vestigation may show. It is tempting to think that this contrast may
 point the way to a general account of practical verifiability according
 with our preconceptions.5 The defeasibility of our conclusions in any
 particular case would be a consequence of the fact that our belief that
 (i)-(iii) were satisfied would itself always be defeasible; but if those
 three conditions, or appropriate analogues for them for non-arith
 metical examples, are indeed satisfied, then we shall have wholly
 embraced in consciousness circumstances sufficient for the truth, or
 falsity, of the statement at issue-and what else is verification, or
 falsification, but that?
 What, if any, types of non-mathematical statement would turn out
 to be actually verifiable under this proposal? Not, plausibly, any of
 those for whose meaning a truth-conditional account is usually
 thought to be anti-realistically problematic. But the prime candidates
 for counterparts to actually effectively decidable mathematical
 statements are the traditionally conceived observation-statements:6
 statements concerning the presently perceptible qualities of middle
 sized objects in bounded, smallish, nearby and accessible regions of
 space- "the litmus paper in this solution is turning red", "the bus is
 empty", "there are nine cigarettes left in this packet", "there is an
 extra chair in the next room". Is there any type of procedure
 associated with these statements such that if we comprehendingly and
 correctly implement it, correctly apprehend the outcome, and fully
 understand the statement at issue, our evaluation of it is guaranteed
 correct-no further possibility of error remains? It is natural to think
 so, and that such a procedure is: see that you position yourself
 correctly and carry out the appropriate observations. But there are at
 least two complications.
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 The first is that 'positioning oneself appropriately' will, in any case
 where one is not already so positioned, take time; time in which, by
 hypothesis of the initial inappropriateness of ones position, relevant
 but not yet observable changes may take place in the circumstances
 to be observed. So even if the relevant analogues of (i)-(iii) hold, the
 possibility of such a change engenders a further potential source of
 error in ones assessment of the relevant statement-assuming the
 assessment is to be of its status at the original time of con
 sideration. It therefore appears that, to get the best out of the
 proposal, we must restrict our attention either to statements for
 whose assessment the observer is already appropriately positioned or
 to short-term predictions of the situation at a time by which an
 observer can have reached that position.
 The second complication, however, is much more serious. What is

 it correctly to apprehend 'the outcome'? In the case of an arithmetical
 computation, the outcome had better be literally that one has
 produced a certain numeral; so, at any rate, (ii) has to be understood
 if the original claim, that satisfaction of (i)-(iii) precludes any further
 possibility of error, is to be correct. For if 'the outcome' were
 construed merely as that one seemed to have produced a particular
 numeral, satisfaction of (i)-(iii) would not preclude an error resulting
 from a divergence between what seemed to have resulted and what
 really had.7 For the same reason, then, we cannot construe the
 outcome of the putative perceptual verification-procedures, currently
 entertained, to be merely that the observer suffers a particular sen
 sory barrage; the outcome has to be rather that he observes certain
 circumstances and goings-on. But then the proposal is completely
 trivialized; the analogues of (i)-(iii) guarantee no further possibility of
 error precisely because the analogue of (ii) is tantamount to the
 stipulation that the agent perceptually verifies how things before him
 stand in relation to the statement being tested. Construed as it has to
 be construed in order to be adequate, therefore, the proposal presup
 poses something which it ought rather to justify, viz. that there is
 such a thing as perceptual verification of the type of statement
 illustrated, and - worse - makes implicit use of the very notion it is
 supposed to explain. (A corresponding triviality in the case of com
 putational verification is avoided because there can be correct ap
 prehension of an erroneously reached outcome.)
 The proposal founders, then, on the following disanalogy. There is
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 an equivalence between the truth of any actually decidable arith
 metical statement and that of a corresponding conditional to the effect
 that if such-and-such a feasible procedure is correctly carried out,
 so-and-so will be the result. But with observation-statements of the
 kind illustrated, the only plausible candidates for such equivalent
 conditionals will involve interpreting the 'result' of the correctly
 implemented procedure as something tantamount to verification of
 the statement in question; otherwise equivalence will not be ensured.
 But then the parallel with decidable arithmetical statements is bought
 only at the cost of presupposing that which it was to have been the
 point of the parallel to support.

 The feeling persists, however, that there is something right about
 the spirit of this second unsuccessful strategy. Surely there is a
 genuine sense in which circumstances conferring truth on statements
 concerning the past, the remote future, others' sensations, and the
 totality of space and time cannot, at least in their entirety, be
 accessible to us, whereas those conferring truth on at least some
 observational statements can be; and surely the distinction has to do
 somehow with the scope of sources of possible error in our in
 vestigations of such statements, even if it cannot illuminatingly be
 drawn directly in terms of a connection, lacking in the former cases
 but present in the latter, between carrying out our best investigative
 procedures correctly and getting a correct opinion about the in
 vestigated statement. Intuitively, if someone carries out a calculation
 and forms a false opinion on that basis about the truth-value of an
 arithmetical statement which that calculation decides, there must be
 something else wrong as well: a further mistake, or a misunderstand
 ing, or some sort of misperception. With investigations into the past,
 other minds, and the domain of scientific law, in contrast, we can
 finish up, as it may later transpire, barely wrong; there need be no
 independent error in the investigation, or misunderstanding, or over
 sight, or illusion. Should not at least some observation-statements be
 ranked with decidable arithmetical statements in this regard? If I
 investigate the statement, "there are exactly nine cigarettes left in this
 packet", in the most direct perceptual way, and come to a wrong
 conclusion, can this be the full extent of my error - or must I not hold
 other, logically independent beliefs which are also incorrect? The
 crucial thing is the combination of incorrectness and logical in
 dependence. If I investigate and come, as it happens mistakenly, to
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 believe some general scientific hypothesis, I must, if I am rational,
 accept a commitment to two broad classes of belief: first, the set of
 beliefs constituted by the logical consequences of the hypothesis; and
 second, a set of beliefs pertaining, broadly speaking, to the conduct of
 my investigation, such that a doubt about any of them would ceteris
 paribus call into question my title to the conclusion which I drew
 even in the absence of any counter-evidence against that conclusion.
 But none of the second class of beliefs to which I am committed need

 in this case be mistaken; it may be possible to give a full explanation
 why it was that I came to hold a mistaken belief without impugning
 the truth of any member of that class. However that is not the
 situation with the cigarette example: if I carry out a first-hand,
 perceptual investigation into that statement, and come mistakenly to
 believe it, the explanation of my error will, it seems, be bound to
 advert to some false belief about my state, or the conditions or
 conduct of the investigation, to which I have committed myself by
 coming to the view of the investigated statement which I now hold
 and which is logically independent of the belief. Take the case of a
 miscount: in coming to believe, falsely, that the cigarette example is
 true, I will, if I am rational, accept a commitment to the belief that I
 did not miscount the cigarettes; this belief may be false, and its falsity
 would explain my false conclusion; but it is a belief whose truth
 would be consistent with the falsity of my conclusion and whose
 falsity would be consistent with its truth.
 The suggestion, then, is as follows. Let S be any statement for

 which there is an investigative procedure, I; and let the I-class of
 statements for S contain every and only statements R satisfying the
 following conditions: (a) any rational agent who considers that the
 upshot of performing J is a justified belief in S commits himself to
 believing R; (b) one admissible explanation of the agent's coming
 falsely to believe S on the basis of I would be the falsity of R; and
 (c) S does not entail R nor vice versa. Plausibly, any statement to
 which we attach a clear sense is such that we have a conception at
 least of what it would be to try to uncover grounds for believing or
 disbelieving it; and it is, in this way, as essentially an attempt to
 uncover such grounds that I is to be understood - there is to be no
 presupposition of effectiveness, no presupposition that such grounds,
 one way or the other, must emerge. So every statement to which we
 attach clear sense is potentially associated with a non-empty I-class.
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 If I is an attempt to construct a mathematical proof, for example, the
 /-class will contain all statements, R, whose negations entail the
 existence of errors in a resulting construction, or any sort of over
 sight, illusion, or misunderstanding. Oversight, illusion and misun
 derstanding, of course, are all-pervasive potential sources of error; so
 whenever it is considered that an investigation justifies us in believing
 some S, we are rationally committed to believing that nothing of those
 sorts has occurred, and the composition of the corresponding /-class
 will reflect the fact. The /-classes associated with specific historical
 and scientific investigations will embrace, in addition, statements
 concerning the authenticity of documents and putative traces, proper
 exercise of controls, due care in setting up apparatus, and so on.
 We can now make the following proposal:

 S is capable of actual verification if and only if there is
 some investigative procedure, /, such that (i) we can actu
 ally implement / and, on that basis, achieve, if we are
 rational, what we will consider to be a grounded belief in
 S; but (ii) subsequent grounds sufficient to call S into
 question would, if we are rational, have to be allowed to
 call into question simultaneously the truth of at least one
 member of the original /-class. (An undecided S may thus
 be regarded as decidable in practice just in case we have
 recognized that either it or its negation is capable of actual
 verification.)

 Roughly speaking, then, statements are actually verifiable if and only
 if a putative instance of the best type of ground we can have for
 believing them is defeasible only by calling into question its pedigree;
 if an actually verifiable S has to be jettisoned, there is at least one
 kind of / for S such that, if belief in S was originally based on
 implementation of that /, members of the corresponding /-class have
 to be jettisoned also. This is not, on the face of it at least, the
 situation of the generalizations of natural science, statements
 concerning the past, statements concerning the still remote future,
 most subjunctive conditionals, and most types of description of
 others' mental states; in each of these kinds of case, all admissible
 grounds for belief can be overturned simply by enrichments of our
 total state of information quite consistent with our rationally retaining
 belief in each R in an original /-class. But it does appear that
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 mathematical statements asserted on the basis of proof, or com
 putation, at least some observation-statements, (and, perhaps, at least
 some first-person ascriptions of mental state) fit the bill. If I look
 inside the packet and count the cigarettes, concluding that "there are
 nine cigarettes left in this packet" is true, I am rationally committed
 to believing that I overlooked nothing, did not miscount, suffered no
 illusion, and correctly understand that statement; for a doubt along
 any of those lines would invalidate the warrant for my conclusion. At
 the same time, if any of those beliefs is false, that could constitute an
 explanation of the falsity of my conclusion, if that is false; and the
 truth of each of those beliefs is logically independent of the truth of
 my conclusion. So an appropriate formulation of each of them is in
 the relevant /-class. But if it later transpires that my findings were
 incorrect, must not at least one of those beliefs also have been
 incorrect? Even if the answer is 'No', it is plausible that it will be so
 only because the relevant /-class has other members: it would be
 because there is another way I can go wrong, another consideration
 doubt about which I would have to regard as invalidating my in
 vestigation without entailing doubt about the truth of the investigated
 statement.

 I claim for this third suggestion only that it sketches an approach
 worth investigating to an extremely tricky question. The prizes for a
 correct answer might include not just clarification of a notion which
 has featured prominently in the literature on these matters but some
 purchase, perhaps, on the distinction, currently in disrepute in the
 philosophy of science, between observation- and theoretical state
 ments.

 4. The Role of Verifiability in Dummett's Arguments for Intuitionism

 We saw it as to the point to call for an account of actual verifiability
 because only in the light of such an account could the scope of the
 principle P be clear; and only if that is clear can the generalized
 intuitionist demarcate the lines which he wishes to defend against the
 realist and strict finitist respectively, let alone construct the defence.
 But it is arguable that the notion of verifiability has a yet more crucial
 role in the realist/anti-realist dialectic.

 It is a feature of Dummett's exposition of the anti-realist standpoint
 that there is within mathematics, and perhaps outside it, a class of
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 statements an understanding of which can legitimately be regarded as
 constituted by a grasp of truth-conditions. For Dummett's anti-realist,
 understanding a statement is essentially a practical, discriminatory
 skill; it cannot, therefore, be held to be constituted by possession of
 alleged conceptions of possibly undetectable states of affairs save in
 so far as such 'conceptions' reduce to, are equivalent to, practical
 discriminatory skills. But where the realisation of the truth-conditions
 of a statement can be ascertained, if only by ingenuity or by good
 fortune, Dummett's anti-realist has no objection to giving grasp of
 truth-conditions a legitimate semantical role to play.8 Now, is this an
 essential feature of Dummett's exposition? Is it necessary that there
 be a base-class of statements for which the notion of truth is anti
 realistically unproblematic, if the anti-realist critique is to be
 coherent, or is it not?
 Strawson, for one, implicitly takes it that it is.9 But the anti-realist

 can be expected to reply that legitimate doubts about the extricability
 of the notion of verification ('in practice' or 'in principle') or about the
 applicability outside logic and mathematics of any worthwhile notion
 which we might extricate, would be liable simply to generalize his
 challenge; their effect would be merely that the class of statements of
 whose meaning a realist account is problematic would be more
 extensive than had been initially supposed.10 If that reply is accept
 able, clarification of the notion of verifiability in principle is needed
 by the generalized intuitionist only for the reason described: to
 determine the extent of his revisions of the linquistic practices
 inspired by classical realism, and as a prerequisite for a completely
 general riposte to the strict finitist.
 There is, however, some question whether, unless such clarification

 can be given and the resulting notion proves to be non-empty, the
 anti-realist polemic expounded by Dummett can be fully intelligible.
 Consider the manifestation argument. The suggestion was that
 understanding is essentially knowledge which can be distinctively
 displayed in behaviour; it is a network of discriminatory and res
 posive skills. So there is no place, in an acceptable philosophical
 account of understanding, for imputation of conceptions of (poten
 tially) 'transcendent' states of affairs; whatever ability corresponds to
 such a conception, it cannot show itself as different from the abilities
 constituting knowledge of the use of the statement of whose truth
 conditions it supposedly constitutes grasp. Only as a complex of
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 recognitional skills can understanding be distinctively manifest in
 behaviour; understanding a statement is manifest in the ability to
 recognise when circumstances warrant the assertion, or denial, of it
 and of compound statements containing it, and to recognise its logical
 consequences and ancestry; this is all any one can overtly do with the
 statement, and for the description of these abilities it is otiose
 'theoretical slack' to invoke the notion that the speaker possesses a
 conception of a 'potentially' transcendent state of affairs. His abilities
 can be fully described in terms of states of affairs which he can
 recognise: conditions decidably justifying assertions and denials in
 volving that statement, and decidable logical relations between it and
 other statements.

 What is striking is that it is unclear how this argument could be
 developed without reliance upon the notion of a recognitional skill:
 what is allegedly wrong with 'grasp of truth-conditions' as a descrip
 tion of statement-understanding in general is precisely that it cannot
 (always) be, whereas understanding always is, a recognitional skill,
 or complex of such skills. If it proved to be a mistake to see
 statement-understanding as a complex recognitional ability, the sket
 ched objection to the truth-conditional account would, or so it ap
 pears, totally collapse. That grasp of truth-conditions could not
 everywhere be construed as a recognitional ability would rightly
 provoke the response, "so what?". But can the notion of a recog
 nitional ability be explained without recourse to that of verification?
 If I am to be able effectively to recognise whether a statement is
 warrantedly assertible in particular circumstances, must not this be
 interpreted as a capacity of verification rather than of something
 weaker? For if it is something weaker, then grasp of the assertion
 conditions of a statement will, it appears, be no less a transcendent
 conception than the originally suspect grasp of its truth-conditions.
 The whole strategy of argument appears to demand the existence of a
 class of states of affairs which we can, over and above having
 evidence for their obtaining or not, verify to obtain or not. It is
 against this class of states of affairs that all our concepts have to
 measure - by reference to these states of affairs that they have to be
 given content; it is in our responses to states of affairs of this class
 that the content we have succeeded in assigning to any particular
 concept is fully manifest and determined. Only if the notion of
 verification is satisfactorily explicable can this picture be defensible.
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 It is similar with the 'argument for acquisition'. Here the point is,
 crudely, that there is no way anyone could possibly derive a concep
 tion of what it is for a verification-transcendent state of affairs to
 obtain from any training in the use of the language; for his experience
 is necessarily only of states of affairs which are not of that kind. It is
 only by reference to accessible states of affairs that the rules of the
 language he is learning can have an intelligible meaning for him; only
 at the observation of rules correlating the use of expressions in the
 language with states of affairs of that kind that he can intelligently
 aim. Again, then, it is hard to see what force could be attached to
 these considerations by someone who did not believe that there are
 states of affairs which do not transcend human capacities for
 verification, and which are accessible to us. If there are such states of
 affairs, there is then no obvious objection if certain of them are
 designated sufficient for the truth of certain statements in the lan
 guage; which statements will then be susceptible to verification.

 There are thus grounds for thinking that both forms of anti-realist
 argument rely on the legitimacy of viewing out language as containing
 a (potential) base-class of verifiable statements. But caution is neces
 sary; in particular, it needs investigation whether the crucial ideas for
 the anti-realist, of a recognitional ability and an ostensively definable
 state of affairs, might be elucidated not in terms which presuppose the
 notion of verification but in terms of something akin to the later

 Wittgenstein's concept of art, criterion. Here it would be essential to
 understand the first term of the criterial relation as lying on the
 worldly side of the language/reality distinction. Criteria would not
 themselves be statements but recognisable and ostensible aspects of
 reality. But for no statement would they constitute a sufficient con
 dition of truth; the ground which they provided for accepting any
 statement would always be defeasible. On this view, the way in which
 language engaged with the world would not be truth-conditional at all
 but through-and-through criterial. Whether such a conception is ulti
 mately intelligible depends, of course, on whether it can be satis
 factorily explained how it is that criteria everywhere fall short of
 truth-conditions; how it is that there are no statements, no possible
 statements, on which they confer truth.11

 To Dummet's anti-realist arguments, in any case, the realist has a
 powerful initial counterargument: "Explicate the notion of verifiabil
 ity which those arguments seem to need to employ, or show that they
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 do not need to employ it". To be sure, this counterargument is not
 available to a realist who accepts that he owes an account of how a
 conception of the truth-conditions of the original anti-realistically
 problematic examples can be imparted to someone; and conceives
 that the proper path is via analogy with states of affairs of an
 ascertainable type. Such a realist too is committed to a defence of
 the notion of verifiability. The enigma remains: we know how to
 describe the workings of virtually no part of the statement-making
 sector of our language save by reference to the notion of truth, yet we
 have no convincing demonstration that a truth-conditional account is
 the proper form for a description of this sector of our language to
 take. If some statements are verifiable, then, for them, grasp of
 truth-conditions can be seen as a recognitional ability; but the anti
 realist arguments against a truth-conditional account of the remainder
 are than, so it seems to me, formidable. If no statements are
 verifiable, the question remains to be decisively settled whether that
 intensifies the anti-realist arguments or defuses them.

 5. Finitude

 The principle P has various disquieting aspects. First, however suc
 cessful or unsuccessful the suggestions made in subsection 3, 'decid
 able in practice', like 'surveyable' and 'intelligible' is, if Dummett is
 right, irremediably Sorites-susceptible. If, as Dummett contends, its
 recourse to such predicates defeats the claims of strict finitism to be
 taken seriously, how can it be admissible for the intuitionist to
 attempt to explain one of his key notions in terms of such a predi
 cate? Second, P is gaining no special plausibility from the fact that it
 is concerned with decidability; any appeal it has belongs equally to
 the more general proposal that all our capacities 'in principle' should
 be construed as capacities which we would actually have if our
 powers were appropriately, but finitely, extended. It is easy to over
 look how bizarre an idealisation this involves: I am, apparently, to be
 in principle able to launch myself at escape velocity from the earth
 just by leaping; to long-jump to America; to read the totality of
 English language publications in an afternoon; and singlehandedly to
 irrigate the Sahara in an evening. These are all things which I could,
 presumably, actually do if I was finitely stronger, more agile, more
 heat resistant, etc., than I am. If it really is to be we, creatures of
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 blood and bone, of whom it is to make sense to hypothesize arbitrarily
 large, though finite, increases in capacity, the hypothesis has simul
 taneously to be of radical alterations in our present conception of
 physical and biochemical law. But we have in advance no specific
 idea, at least if the hypothesized increases are sufficiently vast, of the
 kind of alterations that might be called for. Is it evident, then, that we
 really do understand, quite independently of prevailing physical
 theory, what it would be to undergo such increases in capacity? Put
 starkly, the point is simply this: any of our capacities in which it is to
 make anti-realistic sense to hypothesize arbitrarily large, though
 finite, increases - (or for which it is to make anti-realistic sense just to
 hypothesize other creatures, perhaps constitutionally very different to
 ourselves, whose powers greatly, though finitely, exceed our own)
 has to be ascertainable quite independently of prevailing scientific
 theory. Otherwise, as soon as the hypothesized increase is sufficiently
 large, it may contribute towards confounding a theory which at least
 partially determines the criteria we should use for detecting it; lacking
 any account of what would justify the claim that such an increase had
 taken place (or that such was the capacity of the constitutionally
 different creatures), there would therefore be a doubt about its content
 from an anti-realist point of view. Is it certain, then, that each of the
 capacities involved in, for instance, arithmetical computation on
 paper is, in the relevant way, pre-theoretically determinable?
 Third, it is not obviously sensible to speak of a finite extension of at

 least some of the particular capacities determining the scope of our
 overall practical powers. People can have better and worse memories,
 greater and lesser powers of concentration, more or less stamina; but
 what are the metric units by reference to which, in contrast with rate
 of work, time available, and, perhaps, intelligence, increases in these
 powers might significantly be classed as finite? The only purchase, it
 seems, which we have on the idea of a finite increase in such powers
 is via the finitude of the tasks that would then be within our compass;
 now, though, on pain of circularity, an independent explanation is
 required of the finitude of tasks - independent, that is, of any appeal
 to the finitude of the capacities of creatures who could actually
 perform.
 The fourth doubt, however, is the most serious. Even where

 measurement in terms of an appropriate unit is possible, what is it for
 an increase in some capacity to be finite? On our ordinary under
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 standing, such an increase is finite just in case it is by no more than n
 units and any set with n members is finite. So the questions becomes:
 what is a finite set? Obviously, P will stand up as an explanation of
 what it is for statements to be decidable 'in principle' only if the
 concepts which it uses can themselves be explained without recourse
 to the general notion of: ^-ability in principle. It is very doubtful,
 however, whether this constraint can be met.
 According to one classic conception, a set is finite just in case its

 members can be 1-1 mapped onto an initial segment of the series of
 positive integers in order of magnitude. But the trouble with this is
 immediate: what is it for such a mapping to be possible? In
 tuitionistically, a set will count as finite by this proposal if and only if
 an effective 1-1 function, /, can be located such that for each member
 x of the set, f(x) can be recognized to be a particular positive integer
 m, ^ a fixed n. Each of the italicised notions in that statement
 involves possibility; but possibility in principle or possibility in prac
 tice? If the former, this explanation of finitude is going to infect the
 principal P with circularity. But if the latter, sufficiently large but
 intuitionistically finite sets are not going to pass the test, with the
 result that the domain of statements admitted to be in principle
 decidable by P will be very much more restricted than the intuitionist
 needs and intends. For with sufficiently large but intuitionistically
 finite sets, there will not be any actually effective appropriate /
 because we will not actually be able to handle sufficiently many
 distinct numerals; and because, in a certain range of cases, even if
 we do have enough actually intelligible numerals, there will still be no
 actually effective 1-1 mapping since a count of the set in question will
 not be humanly feasible.

 Initially this seems no more than an awkwardness which a little bit
 of ingenuity ought to be able to circumvent. For example, whatever
 our practical limitations in handling the numerals of any particular
 primitive notation, we can, surely, always actually invent a more
 powerful notation than any presently employed. Simplifications are
 always feasible, if only in certain places; we could write 'wJk\ for
 example, to indicate k re-iterations of the exponent j. Now if, as it
 appears, there is actually no limit on the size of the integers which we
 can surveyably represent provided we are licensed to introduce ad
 hoc novel notations for the task, can we not secure the intended force
 of P without circularity by saying: a set is finite just in case, even if
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 only by the introduction of a novel notation, we can actually specify
 an integral upper bound on its size?

 No progress is made. Clearly there is no single notation adequate
 for the actually intelligible expression of (intuitionist) integers of any
 arbitrary size. But, if the proposal is to capture the intended notion,
 the introduction of new, more powerful notations must not inevitably
 be cumulative. For if there are integers an actually intelligible
 expression for which can be attained only via construction first of one
 extension of extant systems, then an extension of that,... and so on,
 then there are going to be practical limitations, if only of time, on our
 ability to do that; and certain integers are going to lie beyond all
 practical possibility of intelligible expression. What the proposal
 requires, therefore, is that there should be no limit on the size of the
 integers which, at any stage, we can bring within our practical
 compass by some feasible extension of extant notation. That is

 (n) there is some feasible extension, E, of extant numerical
 notations such that integers ^n are actually intelligibly
 representable in E.

 But this requirement cannot be met. In order to construct an actually
 intelligible symbol for what we can actually recognise to be an
 integral upper bound on a particular set, we need already to possess
 an actually intelligible expression for at least the approximate order
 of magnitude of the set; and this will have to make reference to, if not
 actually use, the already existing notation. There are, however, in the
 intuitionist series of positive integers elements of such a size that no
 such indication of their order of magnitude can at present actually be
 given; so there are, from the intuitionist point of view, finite sets of
 such a size that we cannot, by any single extension of extant notation,
 bring integers within the compass of our actually intelligible means of
 expression big enough to denote upper bounds on the sizes of those
 sets. Thus the second proposal is false to the intended sense of finitude.

 Can the intuitionist do better by fashioning a third proposal out of
 the other classic account of finitude due to Dedekind, viz. that a set is
 infinite just in case it can be 1-1 mapped onto a proper part of itself,
 and finite just in case it is not infinite? Interpreted intuitionistically,
 the Dedekind account involves that, in order to be justified in regarding
 a set as infinite, we have to have found, or know we can find, a method for
 pairing the elements of the set with those of a proper subset of it with
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 out omission of any of the former or repetition of any of the latter; and
 in order to be entitled to regard a set as finite, we have to be in a
 position to deny that any such method can be found. The most
 immediate worry is whether certain intuitionistically infinite sets will
 be classified as infinite by this account if, as on pain of circularity it
 must, all implicit play with 'possibility in principle' is excised from it.
 For, evidently, no 1-1 mapping of the positive integers onto any
 effectively enumerable subset of them is actually effective, if only
 (at the risk of sending the reader to sleep) - because we cannot devise
 actually intelligible means for referring to every element in the two
 sets. But that, on reflection, may seem to be no very serious matter.
 The crucial thing is that the set of intuitionist positive integers should
 not be classified as finite; otherwise it is hard to see how the
 conclusion could be avoided that a finite extension of our capacities
 would put us in a position actually to decide the truth-value of
 Fermat's 'Last Theorem' in a purely computational way, and no
 validation would be possible of the intuitionist reservations concern
 ing the application of classical logic to such examples.12 But the
 danger of this particular kind of misclassification can be avoided, it
 seems. All the intuitionist needs to do is to strengthen the notion of
 finitude: to insist that finitude requires that we have a method for
 locating omissions or repetitions in any putative 1-1 mapping.13
 Now, though, the problem is the obverse: will every intuitionistically

 finite set be classified as finite? For there will, most often, be no other way

 of locating omissions or repetitions save to enumerate the set in question
 and run through the values of the appropriate function. Suppose, for
 example, it is claimed that the positive integers up to and including 100100
 can be 1-1 mapped onto the prime numbers in the same range in order of
 magnitude. It may be that the only method we have for defeating the
 suggestion that this mapping is 1-1 will involve enumerating the relevant
 primes in order of magnitude; so that it is only in principle that we can
 force the putative 1-1 mapping to break down. Again, then, the threat is of
 circularity or of misclassification; and this time the misclassification is
 serious, for it is essential to the intuitionist's intentions that a 100100-fold
 increase in some measurable capacity of ours should be positively
 classified as a finite increase.

 So long, then, as it is interpreted so as to have no implicit recourse
 to our capacities 'in principle', the Dedekind account will misrepresent
 the intuitionist's intended notions of finitude and infinity in one of two
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 ways. If finitude requires only that we recognise that there is no
 question of constructing an actually effective mapping of a set onto a
 proper part of itself, intuitionistically infinite sets will be classified as
 finite. But if finitude requires, more strongly, that we can actually
 counterexemplify the claims of any alleged mapping, then certain
 intuitionistically finite sets will not be classified as finite. Either way,
 the demarcation which the principle P was intended to capture will be
 subverted.

 6. Dedekind-Infinity and the Vagueness of Surveyability Predicates

 The plot thickens if the Dedekind account is combined with ac
 ceptance that the application of predicates of practical intellectual
 possibility (surveyability predicates) tolerates sufficiently marginal
 increases in length, complexity, detail, etc. Suppose that the measure
 of some hypothetical increase in a capacity of ours is, intuitively,
 very large; as large, or larger than, the set of integers actually
 intelligibly representable in decimal notation, 2. And consider the set,
 {2 - 1}. Now if 'integer actually intelligibly representable in decimal
 notation' is genuinely tolerant in the way Dummett takes it to be, then
 every such integer has a successor which also satisfies that predicate.
 2 can therefore be mapped 1-1 onto {2- 1}, a proper subset of it.
 Thus 2 turns out infinite, and so does the measure of the hypo
 thesized increase in our capacity.

 Now, then, worse than merely failing to classify them as finite, the
 Dedekind account threatens to rank certain intuitively finite sets as
 infinite. It follows that any increase in capacity too large to be
 captured by means of an integer in 2 ranks as an infinite increase, so
 that, again, the intended sense of the principle P is hopelessly lost.

 It might be wondered whether the implicit assumption of this
 argument, that any set with an infinite subset is itself infinite, is any
 longer clearly allowable under the present restrictions. Perhaps 2
 turns out, unintendedly, to be infinite; but that may yet not frustrate
 the intention of the principle P too badly, since it is quite unclear
 what could justify us in claiming that the measure of the increase in
 some capacity, necessary if a particular task were to come to be
 within our practical scope, would be precisely the number of integers
 actually intelligibly representable in decimal notation. And if a bigger
 increase is involved, it remains to be shown that sets of that order can
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 indeed be actually effectively mapped 1-1 onto a proper subset of
 themselves. Would, for example, a 1,000,0001'000'000-fold set now rank
 as infinite? If so, onto which of its proper subsets could it in practice
 effectively be 1-1 mapped?
 Obviously the question needs care. Intuitively, {? : n ^

 lOOOOOO1000000} contains some integers with no actually intelligible
 means of representation in any extant notation; and that fact alone is
 sufficient to guarantee that we cannot in practice effectively 1-1 map
 its members onto any of its proper subsets. But, as noted, that must
 not be allowed to be decisive against infinity, or a like consideration
 will be decisive against the infinity of the intuitionist set of all positive
 integers. Let us experiment instead within the framework of the
 supposition that {n : n ^ 10000001000000} contains all and only those
 integers of which we can actually intelligently receive an expression
 and which we can actually recognise to be members of that set on
 that basis. (This is, presumably, exactly the way in which a strict
 finitist will view that set.) Can we now construct an appropriate,
 actually effective mapping?
 Here is an argument for thinking that we can. Let 'An' mean: n is

 actually intelligibly representable in some extant notation; and let
 K={?:An & n^ lOOOOOO1000000}. Our task is to map K onto a proper
 part of itself; and we succeed just in case we can specify an L, C K,
 and an R for which it can be shown:

 (i) (n)[n<EK-^[(3m)(m<EL & Rnm &-(3o)(oGL & Rno
 & o*m))]]
 and:

 (ii) (m)[m GL-^[(3n)(nGK & Rnm &-(3o)(oGK & Rom
 &o*n))]]
 Clearly we cannot employ with K the same simple tactic as with 2,
 for lOOOOOO1000000-hi is not in K. But let 'Bn' mean: n is actually
 intelligibly representable in decimal notation; and let K be partitioned
 into Uu = {n:nGK & Bn}, and LT2, = {n:nEK &-Bn}. Then if
 L = {K-{1,10000001000000}} and 'Rnm' holds good just in case either
 n E 17j and m is the successor of n, or nG U2 and m is the immediate
 predecessor of n, then a case for the above clauses (i) and (ii) can be
 constructed as follows:

 Re(i): suppose we are presented with any n which we can actually
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 recognize to be a member of K. If n E U\ then m will be its
 successor; and, assuming the tolerance of B in the relevant
 parameters, we shall be able to construct an actually intelligible
 expression for m in decimal notation. So we shall have found an
 appropriate m for n such that m E L and Rnm. If, on the other hand,
 n E U2, then the appropriate m will be its immediate predecessor;
 assuming, then, that A is tolerant in the relevant respects (i.e. that
 '.. .-1' is actually intelligible whenever '...' is) we shall again be able
 actually to locate an appropriate m such that m EL and Rnm. In
 either case, then, all that can obstruct the acceptability of (i) is if we
 are also able to locate an o such that o EL and Rno actually
 recognizably holds good but o is actually recognizably distinct from
 m. But, by the definition of R, no n can bear R to two distinct
 elements unless it is simultaneously a member of U\ and l/2. And
 that, by the definition of those sets, is impossible. We have therefore
 shown that given any n in K, we can actually specify an m satisfying
 the first two conjuncts of the consequent of (i), for which m the
 clause of which the third conjunct is the negation will be actually
 demonstrably absurd; so (i) holds good.

 Re (ii). Suppose we are presented with any m which we can
 actually recognize to be a member of L. If m E U\, then n will be its
 immediate predecessor; and, since B applies to the immediate prede
 cessor of any positive integer to which it applies, we shall be able to
 construct an actually intelligible expression for n in decimal notation.
 So we shall have found an appropriate n for m such that n EK and
 Rnm. If, on the other hand, m E U2, then the appropriate n will be its
 successor; assuming, then, that A is tolerant in the relevant respect
 (i.e. that '...+1' is actually intelligible whenever '...' is) we shall
 again be able actually to locate an appropriate n such that n EK and
 Rnm. In either case, all that can obstruct the acceptability of (ii) is if
 we are also able to locate an o such that o E K and Rom actually
 recognizably holds good but o is actually recognizably distinct from
 n. But, by the definition of R, no two distinct elements of K can bear
 R to m if both are members of U\ or of U2; and since R is defined
 only for elements of U\ and U2, it follows that one of n and o must
 be in U\ and the other in U2. Suppose that n EU\ and o E U2. Then
 Bn ; so by the tolerance of B and two steps of Universal Instantiation
 and Modus Ponens, we have Bo, contrary to hypothesis; (and a
 similar contradiction is forthcoming from -Bo and the contrapositive
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 of the tolerance principle for B.) We have therefore shown that, given
 any m in L, we can actually specify an n satisfying the first two
 conjuncts of the consequent of (ii), for which n the clause of which
 the third conjunct is the negation will be actually demonstrably
 absurd; so (ii) holds good.
 There are two protests about this reasoning which someone may

 immediately want to make. The first is that it achieves no more than
 an illustration of the kind of nonsense we are bound to confront if we
 try to work with semantically incoherent expressions. To this it is fair
 to reply that, pace Dummett, it has yet to be made out that the
 assumption which the reasoning needs, viz. the tolerance of predi
 cates like A and B in various parameters, entails their semantic
 incoherence. We shall take up the question of this supposed entailment
 in Section III.
 The second protest concerns the assumption that the partition of K

 into U\ and U2 is actually effective; the assumption is necessary if,
 presented with an arbitrary element of K, it is to be actually possible
 to locate an R-correlate of it, but it is tantamount to the assumption
 that B is actually effectively decidable for elements of K - and that
 assumption is apt to seem highly questionable. Surely there must be a
 large class of integers for which the question whether or not they can
 be actually intelligibly represented in decimal notation defies solution:
 integers falling within a range where we cannot actually compute the
 decimal resolution of the expression by means of which they are
 given to us, but can see that they are not at any rate so big as to make
 an actually intelligible decimal representation out of the question. (A
 computer might supply us with one.)
 Formulated like this, the objection makes a presumably illicit use of

 the notion that an integer can have an actually intelligible decimal
 representation which we cannot in practice identify as such; presum
 ably illicit because, in the context of an overall attempt to rebut the
 strict finitist challenge, argumentation cannot be cogent if it in effect
 presupposes already that that challenge is mistaken, that truth can
 intelligibly outrun our practical capacities to ascertain it. We have
 therefore to think of the sets, U\ and U2, as constituted as follows: U\
 contains all and only the elements of K of which we can actually
 recongize that we can actually locate and identify as such an actually
 intelligible decimal representation of them; and U2 must be thought of
 as containing all and only the elements of K of which we can actually
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 recognize that we cannot actually locate and identify as such an
 actually intelligible decimal representation of them. The proper way
 of putting the objection is now: what ground is there for thinking that
 K is exhausted by the union of U\ and U2? Equivalently, if '-' is
 interpreted so that '?Bn' expresses the condition, as now interpreted,

 which those of K's elements which are in U2 have to satisfy, is the
 disjunction, 'Bn V - Bn', valid?

 Dummett's talk of surveyability predicates as vague might
 encourage doubts. Certainly, if tolerant, they are vague in one way:
 they lack, as Frege put it, sharp boundaries. But the tolerance of an
 expression seems to have no immediately clear connection with
 whether or not it can be actually effectively decidable; the relevant
 question seems to be rather whether it is borderline-case vague. It is,
 for example, easy to imagine uniform patches of colour which could
 neither definitely correctly be described as 'green' nor definitely
 correctly be described as 'not-green'. Are there, comparably, integers
 n of which we could actually recognise that neither 'Bn' nor '-Bn'
 could definitely correctly be asserted? The trouble is the phrase 'of
 which we could actually recognize'. Intuitively, it might very well be
 true of certain integers both that they had no actually intelligible
 decimal representation and that we could not recognize the fact; but
 that would be in the nature of the case a situation which we could not

 recognise to obtain-and would anyway be a matter of ignorance
 rather than a genuine borderline case. In fact, 'a is green' and 'Bn'
 appear to be disanalogous in this respect: if a is a recognized
 borderline case of 'green', we have sufficient grounds for a claim that
 no adequate justification can be given for the first assertion without
 thereby having grounds for asserting 'a is not green'; to have
 sufficient grounds for the claim that no adequate justification can be
 found for the assertion of 'Bn', in contrast, would appear to be, in
 virtue of the very meaning of the predicate, to have sufficient grounds
 for the assertion '-Bn'. The point looks as though it will generalize to
 surveyability predicates as a class; if it is correct, they are not
 borderline-case vague-at least according to the paradigm of colour
 predicates - so that that particular ground for disputing the actual
 effectiveness of our putative 1-1 mapping is spurious.

 Lack of borderline cases, however, is not the same thing as actual
 decidability; the question remains, can it be quaranteed that, presen
 ted with an arbitrary n EK, we should be able to decide in favour
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 either of 'Bn' or of '-Bn'? It is hard to be sure. A simple line of
 thought, favouring a positive answer, is as follows. Suppose we try to
 compute the decimal representation of n; will we not just straight
 forwardly find out either that we can convincingly and surveyably do
 the job or that we cannot? Is it not inevitable that we find out one of
 these two things? The computation, and its result, will be surveyable
 just in case we can all agree about the result, can see that our
 respective computations tally in detail, can easily spot and agree
 about errors in any that do not, etc. Must not our attempt to resolve
 the issue culminate either in a situation of this type or in one of
 obdurate uncertainty and confusion; and do we not, either way, have
 a verification either of 'Bn' or of '-Bn'?14
 The situation, however, is not so simple. Any concept of practical

 possibility - not just the intellectual ones which we are presently
 concerned with - is vague in at least this respect: the conditions under
 which failure indicates inability in the relevant respect are not sharply
 determined. There is always an open set of possible excuses, an open
 set of possible reasons why somebody who can do something could
 not manage it on this occasion. (In contrast, there need be no
 comparably indefinite range of ways of explaining away a success;
 success, at least in the case of concepts of physical possibility, will
 typically be decisive for ability.) But given that our conception of the
 range of possible excuses is open, and that we are willing to pass
 from failure to inability only if we believe we have grounds for
 supposing that here no persuasive such excuse can be adduced, the
 lesson for the present example is simply: even if the attempt survey
 ably to compute an actually intelligible decimal representation of n
 culminates in uncertainty and confusion, we shall not thereby be
 entitled as a matter of course to assert '-Bn'; for we shall need in
 addition reason for thinking that we have no decent excuse for not
 succeeding, that there are no more favourable circumstances under
 which we might very well succeed.
 Nevertheless, if we press the matter, must we not wind up either

 with success or with reason to doubt that there is any decent excuse for
 our persistent failure? And so with grounds either for asserting 'Bn'
 or for denying it? For if, despite varying the conditions of our
 attempt - trying at different times of day, after a cold shower, etc
 we continually fail, we are surely rationally bound to begin to doubt
 that there are any 'favourable conditions'.
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 That thought illustrates, in effect, a quite general argument for
 thinking that predicates of practical possibility are all, at least when
 relativized to specified agents, actually weakly decidable; that is,
 there is always a humanly feasible programme of investigation whose
 implementation is bound to produce at least grounds for asserting
 either that X can 4> x or that X cannot 4> x - even if not a verification

 of either statement. And actual weak decidability would serve the
 purposes of the earlier reasoning well enough. The argument,
 however, is relying on there being a clear operational distinction
 between success and failure, as indeed with high-jumping and weight
 lifting, for instance, there is; unless it is clear at any particular point

 whether X has so far succeeded in $-ing x or not, no ground has yet
 been provided for thinking that we must be able to get into a position
 where we can (weakly) decide between the alternatives. And the
 conditions which must be satisfied if this is to be clear in the case of 'a
 decimal representation of n is actually intelligible for X' are prima
 facie importantly different to those germane for 'X can high-jump a
 3.5 meter bar'. For, evidently, we cannot test X's capacities in the
 first respect unless we know what the decimal representation of n is;
 unless, therefore, we are saved by the contingency of the availability
 of computer technology, or some other way of identifying the
 expression in question, the most the argument entitles us to assert is
 that 'a decimal representation of n is actually intelligible for X' is
 actually weakly decidable relative only to a state of information in
 which we are entitled to assert that we have that same capacity. But
 then no actually weakly effective procedure has really been indicated.
 // we have grounds for asserting one member of the class of
 statements at issue-when 'we' is substituted for 'X'-then we have
 an argument for thinking that the others are actually weakly decid
 able; but no actually effective method for getting grounds for assert
 ing or denying that member has so far been described.

 The thought of the argument for the actual weak decidability of B
 was simply this: all we have to do is to try persistently enough and
 one of two outcomes is assured - we either succeed or go on failing
 under a sufficient variety of circumstances to warrant the conclusion
 that we are unable. But if the issue is whether it is possible for us
 surveyably to compute and recognise as such a decimal represen
 tation of some integer given in some more powerful notation, how are
 we guaranteed to be able to recognise our success or failure? Part of
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 any adequate answer must be that we shall deem ourselves to have
 succeeded only if we start getting a certain result reliably, are
 confident that we shall go on getting it, can generally find mistakes on
 occasions when we do not get it. These, however, are matters of
 degree. How reliable does a certain result have to be, how few
 unexplained divergences are tolerable, how confident do we have to
 be that we shall go on getting the result in question?

 Surveyability predicates thus appear to differ from at least proto
 typical, if not all, predicates of practical physical possibility in two
 respects. First, their application may be competently testable only by
 creatures to whom they apply; and, second, warranted self-ascription
 of them may depend on whether a certain constancy in performance
 is reliable. So there seems to be a loophole in the argument for the
 actual weak decidability of surveyability predicates. Suppose, for
 example, the issue is whether we can surveyably do some com
 putation and ascertain its result; could not our efforts work out like
 this - on the one hand, nothing emerges which we feel to be, depend
 ably, the right result; but, on the other hand, things do not go so
 badly, under so wide a variety of circumstances, that we feel justified
 in claiming that to identify the right result is beyond us? Perhaps one
 result figures often enough to make us suspect that it is the right one
 even though we cannot depend on getting it or actually being able to
 locate errors if we do not.
 Against this, it could be urged again that if things were to stay

 that way long enough, we should be bound to accrue grounds for a
 negative verdict, bound to accrue grounds for thinking that we ought
 not to be credited with the capacity surveyably to perform the
 computation in question and determine its outcome. I shall not
 attempt to take the issue further here. It may be that different
 surveyability predicates fare somewhat differently; we have not, for
 instance, ventured to consider in any detail what being 'actually
 intelligible' ought to involve. What I hope, is now clear is the need to
 distinguish, for any given predicate, the questions: whether it admits
 of borderline cases; whether it is a predicate of degree; whether it is
 tolerant; whether it is not (weakly) decidable. We have reveiwed
 some fairly immediate considerations concerning the status of sur
 veyability predicates in these four respects; but nothing has been
 settled. And the prospect remains that, from a strict finitist point of
 view, every well-defined set of integers large enough to contain the
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 extension of some tolerant surveyability predicate as a sub-set will
 rank as Dedekind-infinite. (We shall return to consideration of the
 tolerance and decidability of surveyability predicates in subsection 12).

 7. The Prospects of a Generalized Intuitionism

 The upshot of the preceding two subsections is as follows. P, a
 purported explanation of decidability in principle, makes use of a
 notion of finitude; our best efforts to explain the intended notion of
 finitude involve more or less explicit appeal to possibility in principle;
 but the general notion of possibility in principle can hardly be clear if
 the special case of decidability in principle is not; so P fails.

 That, it might seem, is no very important matter unless it is clear
 that P is the very best that can be offered to serve the generalized
 intuitionist's needs. And that that is so has not been shown. What it is
 strictly necessary to show, however, is not so strong; it suffices if
 there is no explaining the class of statements for which the general
 ized intuitionist will regard classical logic as acceptable, that is, the
 class of statements which are decidable in principle, without at some
 point or other making use of the notion of finitude. It is, admittedly,
 unclear how this might be demonstrated conclusively; but just the
 reflection that all quantifier- and variable-free arithmetical statements
 are to go on one side of the distinction, while those which quantify
 unrestrictedly over all the positive integers go on the other, is surely
 very persuasive.

 The suggestion, then, is that the notions of finitude, infinity, and
 3>-ability in principle, interlock in an impenetrable circle in much the
 way in which, according to Quine's famous argument, analyticity,
 syntheticity, and meaning interlock. If this suggestion is correct, then
 a scepticism, parallel to Quine's, would seem to be enjoined. The
 situation will be not merely that the intuitionist cannot get his cardinal
 notions across to a committed strict finitist; it will be that we lack any
 coherent model of how a grasp of those notions, as they are intended,
 can be acquired at all, so that scepticism about their full intelligibility
 will be the only rational attitude. In those circumstances, the problem
 for the generalized intuitionist will not be to locate a disanalogy
 between the strict finitist's arguments and his own, on the basis of
 which he can dispute the cogency of the former while continuing to
 press the latter; that will not be his problem, since it will then be
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 dubious whether any argument for a generalized intuitionist stance is
 possible - whether a fully general version of the acquisition - and
 manifestation-challenges can be intelligibly formulated save in terms
 of what is actually humanly feasible. There will be no problem about
 preventing the slide of generalized intuitionist arguments into strict
 finitist ones, since there will be no intelligible formulation of the
 generalized intuitionist arguments in the first place. The arrow of the
 Modus Tollens will fail to strike the generalized intuitionist position
 only because there is no position to hit.

 8. A Local Argument for Intuitionism

 The case for intuitionism must thus be made locally, for different
 areas of discourse, on the basis either of a syntactic demarcation of
 the classes of statement for which traditional realism and an anti
 realism of practical possibility are respectively to be opposed - or at
 least of a demarcation based on some other notion than that of
 'decidability in principle'. Even if 'decidability in principle' is rejected
 as mythical, any standpoint can still be reasonably seen as intuitionist
 which, like mathematical intuitionism, opposes a realist view of a
 certain type of statement while continuing to hold that the ac
 ceptability of the principle of Bivalence nowhere requires a guarantee of
 actual decidability. The result may be a certain heterogeneity in
 'intuitionist' standpoints in different areas; that is the price which the
 considerations of the preceding two subsections, if correct, demand.
 Let us concentrate on arithmetic and the question of the accept

 ability of the law of excluded middle, taking it that for the intuitionist
 the law is to be acceptable for a particular class of statements if and
 only if the principle of Bivalence holds good for that class. In this
 instance at least it is, as noted, straightforward to draw the broad
 outlines of the strict finitist/intuitionist/Platonist dispute in syntactic
 terms: if we divide the arithmetical sentences with no free variables
 into those containing quantifiers and those containing none, and ask
 whether excluded middle is acceptable for those two classes of
 statement, the answers are respectively, 'for some only' and 'for some
 only', 'for some only' and 'for all', and 'for all' and 'for all'. It is true
 that the intuitionist and strict finitist conceptions of the constitution
 of the two classes so characterized will not coincide, since for the
 intuitionist each will contain denumerably infinitely many arithmetical
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 sentences whose well-formedness we could not actually recognize.
 Just for that reason, however, they can play no part in our actual
 arithmetical practice; so, as far as the justification of intuitionist arith
 metical practice is concerned, they require no attention. The local
 task for the intuitionist here is thus clear-cut and two-fold: he must

 justify Bivalence for the second class of statements, and he must at
 least make it plausible that there is no justification of Bivalence for
 the first class of statements. What can he offer?

 There is a natural approach to the first part of the task. For any
 particular arithmetical statement containing neither quantifiers nor
 free variables we can actually give a clear description of a procedure
 which, as we conceive, would result, if completely and correctly
 implemented, in a determination of the truth-value of the statement.
 This description has to be acknowledged as definite in two ways: first,
 it leaves no lacunae - whatever stage we reach in implementing the
 procedure, the general description determines what the next stage
 ought to be; but second, the content of the description does not wait
 on whatever our practical limitations may turn out to be. For the
 strict finitist thesis is not that sense cannot outrun human capacities
 for actual verification; it is that acceptable applications of Bivalence
 cannot do so. Even the strict finitist has to acknowledge that it is
 contingent where our practical limitations lie; that there is always
 such a thing as trying to implement the kind of procedure in question
 and finding out that one can, or cannot, surveyably do so. Of course,
 our limitations here are very familiar to us; we seldom, if ever,
 attempt a computation which proves to be just too lengthy or
 elaborate for us, or despair of attempting one which we could actually
 sueveyably accomplish. Nevertheless it has to come originally by way
 of a discovery what these limitations are; and it is in general ap
 propriate to think of ourselves as in a position to discover whether we
 can manufacture an instance of some concept only if the content of
 the concept is clear. So, the argument goes, we therefore have a clear
 understanding of what it would be to effect a verification or
 falsification of the statement in question; and we have it in virtue of
 having a clear understanding of what it would be, on trying fully to
 implement the described procedure, to succeed.
 One train of thought which might provoke reservations about the

 foregoing was noted early in subsection 5: it comes as a straightfor
 ward empirical discovery where our practical limitations lie only if
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 the criteria for determining them are appropriately pre-theoretical.
 But we do not need to engage that complication now; for it threatens
 disturbance only in the case of described decision-procedures whose
 implementation would require very substantially different com
 putational capabilities to those which we have discovered that we
 actually possess, and the intuitionist argument which I wish to con
 sider does not apply only to those examples. Let <& be, then, a full
 description (=set of instructions) for the decision procedure ap
 propriate to a particular arithmetical statement S containing neither
 quantifiers nor free variables. And suppose the procedure described
 by 0 is such that it really does come by way of a straightforward,
 pre-theoretical discovery that we cannot actually surveyably execute
 it. In these circumstances the strict finitist ought to have no quarrel
 with the significance of any conditional of the form: if we ever come
 to be able surveyably to implement the procedure described in <I>,...';
 at least, he ought to have no such quarrel based merely on the identity of
 its antecedent. Consider therefore the conditional:

 C: If we ever come to be able surveyably to implement the
 procedure described in <I>, we shall be able to effect a
 verification either of S or of its negation.

 Whether C would be acceptable to a strict finitist depends, of
 course, on the way in which he reads the conditional construction and
 the other logical connectives. Here we run into the difficulty that not
 merely do we lack any account of how the connectives should be read
 strict finitistically; in addition, the intuitionist accounts of the con
 nectives have tended to cater only for their role in compound state
 ments all of those constituents are candidates for resolution by
 mathematical construction. C, however, is not of that character; its
 antecedent is the supposition of a contingency. So, although the
 validity of 'S v - S' in this instance is intuitionistically acceptable,
 and it is to be presumed that the intuitionist would have no quarrel
 with C, we are not in a position to ground that assumption in the
 intuitionist explanations of the connectives; nor to be positive that C
 would be strict finitistically acceptable. It is, for all that, impossible to
 see what objection to C a strict finitist might have; for given the
 effectiveness of the procedure described in i>, we should, in the
 circumstances depicted by the antecedent of C - viz. being able
 surveyably to implement the procedure-be in a position actually to
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 recognise either that S admitted of actual verification or that its
 negation did.15
 We shall make, at any rate, two assumptions about a satisfactory

 generalized strict finitist semantics for the connectives: first, that it will
 be sufficient for the acceptability of a conditional to recognize that
 our achievement of an actual verification of its antecedent will/would
 put us in a position actually to verify its consequent: and second, that
 strict finitist acceptability will distribute over the logical connectives,
 so that, in particular, a disjunction will count as acceptable if and only
 if one of its disjuncts is. Given, now, that S is equivalent to: 'if we
 ever come to be able surveyably to implement the procedure des
 cribed in <?>, we shall be able to effect a verification of S', and that -S
 is equivalent to: 'if we ever come to be able surveyably to implement
 the procedure described in O, we shall be able to effect a falsification
 of S\ the intuitionist belief in Bivalence for S is simply an affirmation
 of the disjunction:

 D: It is the case either that if we ever come to be able
 surveyably to implement the procedure described in 4>, we
 shall be able to effect a verification of S or that if we ever
 come to be able surveyably to implement the procedure
 described in 0, we shall be able to effect a falsification of
 S.

 As is familiar, the transition from A-^(B v - B) to (A^B)w
 (A-+-B) is not in general acceptable inside intuitionist mathematics.
 But an intuitionist would, I am taking it, accept the present instance of
 that pattern, if only because D is acceptable to him in its own right.
 The crucial question is therefore whether an argument can be found
 to force a strict finitist to grant the transition from C to D. For if he
 can be forced to grant it, the acceptability-distributive character of
 his interpretation of disjunction, assumed above, will force him to
 accept - and so to acknowledge his understanding of the circumstance
 that-either S, or its negation, holds good, even though human beings,
 limited as we are, have no cognitive access to the fact.
 We have to recognise straight away that if the strict finitist chooses,

 as compatibly with distributivity he may, to adopt the intuitionist
 account of disjunction, generalized in a most obvious way so as to
 apply to ordinary statements and then refined so as to stress human
 practical possibility, viz.:
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 'A or B' is acceptable just in case we have recognized
 either that A is acceptable, or that B is acceptable, or that,
 without interfering with any relevant aspects of the world,
 we can actually get into a situation of having recognized
 either that A is acceptable or that B is acceptable,

 then he will be constrained to reject the transition from C to D. For by
 hypothesis we have grounds for neither disjunct nor for thinking that
 we can actually get grounds for one or the other. When disjunction is
 so interpreted, the transition is simply unsound; and the arithmetical
 intuitionist cannot dispute the right of a strict finitist to work within
 the constraints of that interpretation. The question is whether a more
 liberal conception of what it is for a statement to be acceptable can
 somehow be made to command the strict finitist's recognition; so that
 even if he were to refuse to interpret the logical constants in terms of
 it, he could not dispute the right of others to explain, in the obvious
 way, a concept of disjunction by reference to this notion; nor dispute
 that the transition from C to D would, so interpreted, be sound.
 Let us for the moment put to one side speculation about intuitionist

 and strict finitist interpretation of the logical connectives of ordinary
 speech, and, following Dummett's example in [5], try to get clear why
 the transition from C to D is so compelling.16 One superficially
 tempting line of reasoning, purporting to establish the validity of all
 transitions of the relevant pattern, is as follows. The premise gives
 the information that, under certain circumstances, a certain dis
 junction will hold good; if the disjunction will hold good, then one of
 the disjuncts will hold good; whichever it is, it can therefore correctly
 be asserted of it that it will hold good if those circumstances are
 realized; so one of the disjoint conditionals in the conclusion holds
 good, and the conclusion may therefore validly be drawn.
 One, radical way in which this reasoning might be called into

 question is this. The notion of a 'correct assertion' which it uses is
 evidently not that of an assertion justified by the speaker's state of
 information at the time it is made. The latter is a temporal notion: it
 permits one and the same assertion to be correct at one time and not
 at another, or vice versa. But the former is timeless; in this sense, if
 an assertion is ever correct, it always is, though it may, of course,
 take appropriate transformations of mood, tense, pronoun, and ad
 verb in order that different speakers, at different times and places,
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 should be able to effect it. Without assumption of a timeless notion of
 correct assertibility, the argument falls flat. For the possibility is
 opened up that C holds good only in virtue of the fact that, under the
 circumstances depicted by its antecedent, one of the disjuncts in its
 consequent will become correctly assertible; but that of neither of
 them can it yet correctly be asserted that it will be the one. The
 'superficially tempting' argument will not therefore tempt any anti
 realist who is persuaded that he has no title to a timeless notion of
 correct assertion17; nor any of those philosophers who, though not
 through global anti-realist sympathies, have essayed to regard the
 future as 'open'.

 So radical a stance is not, however, required in order to find fault
 with the suggestion that the general form of argument which the
 transition from C to D exemplifies is valid. Dummett considers a
 counterfactual example, but the two types of ground which, he
 suggests, we intuitively regard as exposing the pattern of reasoning as
 unsound in certain counter-factual cases are germane to indicative
 conditionals also. Broadly speaking, we will not be sold a transition
 of this form if we believe that the question, which disjunct of the
 consequent of the premise would be true under the circumstances
 depicted in its antecedent, is indeterminista; so we should find fault,
 for example, with appropriate examples concerning quantum jumps
 or, perhaps, absolutely arbitrary choices. Likewise, we shall fault the
 reasoning if we believe that the identity of the consequent's true
 disjunct would depend on what other circumstances accompanied
 those depicted in the antecedent; so, to adapt Dummett's own example,
 while 'if Castro meets Reagan, he will either insult him or be perfectly
 polite,' is acceptable, which he does may be a function e.g. of
 whether or not the meeting takes place in Cuba, so that neither 'if
 Castro meets Reagan, he will insult him' nor 'if Castro meets Reagan,
 he will be perfectly polite' is acceptable without qualification.

 The simplest explanation of the failure of the ordinary conditional
 straightforwardly to distribute over disjunction would be if it had
 roughly the force of: P is singly sufficient for Q. But that cannot be
 its force in general, or we would not venture most of the conditionals

 which we are willing to assert. A better suggestion would construe the
 content of the conditional as a claim of the sufficiency of P for Q
 relative to other circumstances which we are entitled to expect.
 Confirmation that this suggestion is at least in the vicinity of the
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 conditional of ordinary speech comes from the reflection that, in
 order justifiably to contradict a conditional, it is not usually con
 sidered necessary that one have grounds for asserting a contrary
 conditional; it is enough to be in a position to point out that P is not a
 sufficient condition for Q in the sense just sketched -'no, it is
 perfectly possible, for all we have reason to expect, that P will be
 true but Q false'. We shall do well, however, to avoid getting tangled
 in this topic. The suggestion I want to carry forward is merely this:
 the conditional of ordinary speech is considered acceptable if, pro
 vided other circumstances are then as we are entitled to expect, a
 realization of P would bring about the truth of Q. We shall need
 nothing more refined in order to explicate our intuitive response to
 the inference from C to D.

 Dummett does not positively assert that, provided the example is
 not indeterministic or one where unspecified features might play a
 part in determining the outcome, the transition in question is, for
 ordinary counterfactual conditionals at least, valid. But he does see
 the fact that arithmetical examples of the CID pattern are of neither
 of those two kinds as importantly contributive to our inclination to
 sympathise, on this point at least, with the intuitioniststs. An
 argument against strict finitism, however, will have to do better than
 diagnose our intuitive opposition. It is or is it not the case that
 whenever an example is not of one of Dummett's two kinds, and its
 premise is acceptable by the standard just described, we cannot
 escape the admission that one of the disjuncts of the conclusion must
 be acceptable by the same standard, even if we cannot actually find out
 which?

 Suppose that we are concerned with an example in the future
 indicative. We are given (i) that P is in the relevant sense sufficient
 for the disjunction of Q with R;18 that is, that a realization of P will
 bring about the truth of that disjunction provided other circumstances
 are in all respects as we are entitled to expect, = 'P rel/suff Q or R'.

 We also have (ii) that, whatever the correct way of explicating the
 point might be, there is to be no indeterminism about whether Q, or
 R, will turn out to be true if P is realized; and (iii) that there are no
 circumstances, T, whose accompaniment of a realization of P we are
 in no position to anticipate or discount, such that {P, T} rel/suff Q and
 {P,-T} rel/suff R.19. Do these three conditions guarantee that either
 P rel/suff Q' or 'P rel/suff R' must hold good? The answer is 'No'.
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 The third condition is too simple, permitting, in conjuction with the
 other two, the following state of affairs:

 P rel/suff Q; P rel/suff R; {P, T} rel/suff Q;
 {P,-T}*elfstt#R;{P,-T, U}rel/suffR;
 {P, -T, -U}FeIMttff Q; {P, -T, -17, V}rel/suff Q;
 {P, -T,-U,-V}rel/suff R;.... etc.20

 Here T, 17, V, etc., all describe conditions whose accompaniment of a
 realization of P we are in no position to anticipate or discount. The
 situation depicted is consistent with the truth of P being in the
 relevant sense sufficient for that of the disjunction of Q with R ; and
 with it never being underdetermined which disjunct is true under
 circumstances P. So (i) and (ii) permit this situation; and there is no
 simple condition whose realization along with the realization of P will
 be jointly sufficient for Q but whose non-realization along with a
 realization of P will be jointly sufficient for R.
 There may be more subtle responses, but let us simply replace (iii)

 by (iii)*: there are no circumstances, T, U, which we have no reason
 to think would accompany a realization of P, such that
 {P, T} rel/suff Q; and {P, 17} rel/suff R. Evidently however, it still
 does not follow that a realization of P would, provided the ac
 companying circumstances were as we should expect, bring about the
 truth of P or bring about the truth of R. It is difficult to think of a
 plausible counterexample because condition (iii)* is so strong; but
 the form of the loophole left open is that either Q, or R, should
 possess sufficiency conditions among certain of the circumstances
 which we can anticipate accompanying realization of P only because
 we have reason to expect their realization in any event. In such a case
 it would be at best in a vacuous sense that we could claim that one of
 'P rel/suff Q' and 'P rel/suff R' was acceptable.
 The simplest curative is (iv): it is not the case that, whether or not

 P, there are grounds for expecting the truth of 'Q or R'. And now we
 do appear to have captured conditions our acceptance of which in a
 particular case would constrain us to grant that one of 'P rel/suff Q'
 or 'P rel/suff R' must hold good, even if we do not know which. For
 consider: by (i) a realization of P will guarantee ceteris paribus that
 either Q or R is realized, and by (ii) which is realized will be,
 somehow, fully determined; but, by (iii)* it will not be determined by,
 so will not vary with, factors whose realization under P-circum
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 stances we have no reason to anticipate; so it seems inescapable that
 the circumstances which we can expect to obtain if P is realized
 collectively embody either a sufficiency condition for Q or a
 sufficiency condition for R; by (iv), however, there is no reason to
 think circumstances sufficient for Q or sufficient for R will obtain if P
 is not realized; it follows that we have reason to think of a realization
 of P as bringing about a state of affairs determinately sufficient either
 for Q or for R which we have no reason to think would have
 otherwise obtained; and that is to say that, provided things are
 otherwise as we are entitled to expect, a realization of P will bring
 about the truth either of Q or of R.
 What is striking is that not merely do arguments of the C/D type
 satisfy each of (i)?(iv) but that it is hard to think of any other
 examples which do. That (i) is satisfied is just the hypothesis of C;
 and there is, or so we may suppose, no prospect of our getting into a
 position where we may actually verify S or may verify its negation
 unless we come to be able surveyably to implement the procedure
 described in 4>; so (iv) is satisfied also. Yet it is our grounds for
 thinking that the example satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii)* which are
 its most striking feature: not merely, as we ordinarily think, is it not
 undetermined whether we should be able to effect a verification of S
 or of its negation if the antecedent of C were realized: which would
 be true is a function, we suppose, purely and wholly of the character
 of the procedure described in 4>. It is for that reason that the result of
 a realization of C's antecedent could not vary in accordance with
 other accompanying circumstances which we are not in a position to
 anticipate. The outcome of a computation, correctly executed, cannot
 vary; that is what most immediately distinguishes it from an experi
 ment. There is thus, so we think, an internal relation, to use an
 old-fashioned terminology, between the character of correct im
 plementation of the procedure described in O and the outcome,
 whatever it might be, which correct implementation of that procedure
 would secure; the outcome is stored up in the procedure just as the
 maximum number of tricks Declarer can lose is stored up in the
 distribution of the cards. Which statement, S, or its negation, we
 should be in a position actually to verify if a surveyable im
 plementation of the procedure described in 4> came to be within our
 compass is thus predetermined by the character of that procedure;
 the truth of one disjunct of D, and the falsity of the other, is thus
 likewise predeterm?nate.
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 This is a most seductive train of thought. We slip very easily into
 thinking that when it comes to computing the truth-value of a decid
 able arithmetical statement, we have, as it were, only a spectator's
 role to play; that we are capable of so conferring a meaning on the
 symbols involved in the statement as to decide the statement's truth,
 or falsity, ahead of ourselves, and independently of whatever verdict
 we reach on actually doing the computation if we are able to. To
 repeat: only one result can issue if all the constitutive steps are
 correctly taken; if the example is one where we can actually survey
 ably complete the computation, then, given the general level of
 competence which human beings can usually attain in these matters,
 that is probably the result which we shall get. But which result is
 correct in no sense awaits our judgment; when we do the com
 putation, we merely trace out connections to which, by the meanings
 which we have given to the relevant signs-by the character of the
 concepts which thereby come to be involved in the statement's truth
 or falsity-we have already committed ourselves.

 The idea of a predetermined internal relation between the pro
 cedure described in 4> and the achievement, say, of a verification of S
 would not stand up for a minute if we supposed that 4>, with its
 present meaning, could characterize a variety of procedures or that it
 was somehow not fully settled what would count as a realization of it.
 The seductive train of thought thus evinces an implicit belief in a
 strong objectivity of meaning: at its most general, the idea that a sign
 of any kind can be associated with a meaning-or, since 'reification'
 of meanings is quite inessential to the point, semantically qualified - in
 such a way that certain particular uses of it on particular occasions
 simply do not, whatever we come to think, cohere with its being so
 associated, or so qualified. (With the kind of example with which we
 are presently concerned, indeed, we can omit "on particular
 occasions".) But the crucial point is this: the idea that it is somehow
 stored up in the character of the procedure described in 0 whether its
 implementation would culminate in a verification of S or of its
 negation is simply unintelligible unless we take it that the question
 whether an unfolding procedure complies, stage by stage, with 4> is
 something taken care of wholly by the content of 4> and the character
 of the stages - that no contribution from us is needed towards deci
 ding the question.

 This syndrome of thought, more than supporting the arithmetical
 intuitionist's opposition to strict finitism, is actually, so it seems to me,
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 the cornerstone of arithmetical Platonism. Take the simplest kind of
 example where the intuitionist quarrels with the Platonist: a statement
 of the form, (x)Fx, 'x' ranging over zero and the positive integers and
 'F' a general recursive predicate. For the intuitionist, thinking as just
 adumbrated, each statement 'En', however large the number denoted
 by 'n' and however complex the appropriate computation would be,
 will be determinate in truth-value. All the Platonist does is take the addi

 tional step, perhaps not seeing it as such, of concluding that it must
 therefore be determinate whether (x)Fx or (3x)-Fx holds good; for
 if it is a determinate matter of each nth integer whether it is F or not,
 how can it not also be determinate whether all are F or at least one is
 not?

 The essential doctrines of arithmetical Platonism are thus two.
 First, any quantifier- and variable-free arithmetical statement is
 determinate in truth-value, its truth, or falsity, being constituted by a
 ratification-independent internal conceptual relation. Second,
 quantification over zero and the positive integers is legitimately seen
 as an operation which always preserves Bivalence; that is, the resul
 ting quantified statement is bivalent provided each of the statements

 which instantiates it is. The intuitionists' objection to Platonism, as
 far as arithmetic is concerned, has to do entirely with this second
 element; (though, if our earlier reflections are correct, it will not do to
 express the opposition by saying that quantification may legitimately
 be seen as Bivalence-preserving only when it preserves decidability
 in principle.) There is no intuitionistic opposition to the first ele
 ment; on the contrary, it is the nerve of what is probably the
 arithmetical intuitionist's argument for parting company with the strict
 finitist.

 Let me conclude this subsection by summarising that argument. It
 is assumed first, that it is contingent and, in a large class of cases,
 comes as a straightforward empirical discovery what our practical
 computational limitations are, so that we can make straightforward
 sense of the idea of extensions in the relevant capacities; 'a humanly
 surveyable implementation of the procedure described in 4>' can thus
 be a description that we perfectly well understand but which is, quite
 contingently, true of nothing. Second, it is a feature of any com
 putation that, if it is in all respects correct, it cannot but lead to one
 specific, uniquely determined outcome; the outcome achieved was, all
 along, the only outcome that it was possible to achieve provided no
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 errors of any kind occurred. The first premise guarantees a straight
 forward sense for a large class of conditionals of the kind for which C
 was our prototype; and it was argued that a strict finitist ought to
 have no quarrel with their truth. So the first of four conditions is
 satisfied whose joint satisfaction was argued to guarantee that one
 disjunct in the corresponding D-type statement was determinately
 acceptable and the other determinately unacceptable. The second
 premise entails that the second and third conditions are satisfied. And
 the fourth condition is easily seen to be satisfied for these arithmetical
 examples.21 So, assuming that the four conditions can jointly do
 enough to explain the appropriate notion of acceptability, the con
 clusion has to be that conditional statements of the relevant kind, and
 hence the quantifier- and variable-free arithmetical statements to
 which they are equivalent, may be acceptable even though we cannot
 recognise the fact. The stronger claim that Bivalence holds good for
 the arithmetical equivalents is merely a consequence of the com
 position of D-type disjunctions.
 We noted that the two leading premisses involve a larger assump

 tion: the 'spectator' picture of our role in arithmetical computation,
 and a certain consequent autonomy in what constitutes correct use of
 our language. If we attempt surveyably to execute a particular
 specified computation but find that we cannot do so, the idea that
 there is still a unique predeterm?nate outcome of that computation -
 the only one at which we could possibly arrive if our powers were
 appropriately extended and we were correctly to carry the com
 putation through - commits us to a plethora of unratified mutual
 determinations of correct use between various descriptions: the initial
 specification of the computation, descriptions of its character and re
 sults at various stages, and, of course a description of the final result.
 Just that, of course, is precisely the species of commitment which the
 argument aims to bring out: we are committed by our conception of
 the character of correct computation in general, and our belief that
 we clearly understand what it would be to suffer at least some orders
 of enlargement in the range of computations which we can actually
 surveyably perform, to the view that the use of so-extended powers
 could not but lead us, provided we made no mistake, to certain
 predeterm?nate results; and in that case there must be something
 correct, if actually unverifiable, to be said now about what those
 results would be.
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 9. A Strict Finitist Reply

 The argument, if accepted, has at least some prospect of stabilising
 the arithmetical intuitionist's position. For the arithmetical Platonist
 can emulate it if, and only if, he can show that there is sense in the
 idea of a boundless extension of our capacities - if, and only if, he can
 provide a clear account of what it would be to discover that one had
 ceased to have any limitations of speed, or accuracy, of computation.
 If that could be successfully argued, then an argument parallel to the
 foregoing would be available for an arithmetical, though not global
 mathematical, Platonism. (The parallel is not quite straightforward,
 since a connection needs to be made between the ability to complete
 Russell's two minute computational check on Goldbach's Conjecture
 and the ability to know whether or not a counterexample was
 encountered at any stage.) The possibility of 'supertasks' has of
 course been much discussed;22 but discussion has tended to focus
 upon the question of the consistency of supposing certain sorts of
 infinite process to be merely contingently beyond us. And, apart from
 the fact that there is no evident reason why nonsense should be
 inconsistent, construction of a Platonist parallel to the foregoing
 argument would require, beyond demonstrating consistency, to
 explain how, if in my sleep, say, a genie granted me appropriately
 boundless computational powers, it could be clear to me on waking
 that that was what he had done. I see grounds for nothing but
 scepticism that such an explanation can be given.
 Be that as it may, the 'local' argument cannot, if indeed cogent, be

 conclusive against the strict finitist proposal that only actually decid
 able arithmetical statements may legitimately be regarded as subject
 to Bivalence. For the argument makes no attempt to meet the strict
 finitist challenges head on, but attempts to show instead that the view
 that arithmetical truth outruns our capacities for actual decision is
 forced on us by certain background considerations; namely, that our
 computational limitations might have been less, indeed might yet
 come to be less, and that our concepts can, and typically would,
 survive such changes in integrity; so that what we could then verify it
 to be correct to say is what it was all along correct to say (given that
 arithmetic deals in changeless truths). But articulation of these back
 ground considerations does nothing to show that the strict finitist's
 concern about the intelligibility of the problematic notion is ground
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 less; it serves merely to indicate the depth of the roots of the
 problematic notion, the underlying beliefs on which our adherence to
 it is based. (The arithmetical Platonist could, comparably, in response
 to the intuitionist, simply call attention to the deep presupposition
 which largely motivates his position: the Bivalence-preserving con
 ception of universal and existential quantification. For the conviction
 that the quantifiers may be clearly and fully intelligibly construed in
 that way underlies all our intuitive thinking about pure mathematics
 and the natural sciences. But to call attention to it is not to confront
 the intuitionist with an argument.)

 The difference is that the Platonist conception of the quantifiers
 was under explicit intuitionist attack in any case; whereas the back
 ground ideas with which the strict finitist arguments now seem to be
 in collision were not the original explicit target. If he can find no way
 of blocking the reasoning of the preceding subsection23, it is, I
 suppose, open to a sufficiently committed strict finitist simply to
 contrapose on its premises; but his position will be the more credible
 if he is able to mount some sort of independent attack on them.

 Such an attack is to be found, at least if Kripke, myself and others
 are right about the broad intent on those passages24, in Wittgenstein's
 discussion in the Investigations and Remarks on the Foundations of
 Mathematics of what it is to follow a rule. Wittgenstein's argument is
 not, of course, a finite, linearly ordered array of sentences, each of
 which is either an acceptable premise or a consequence of certain of
 its superiors by acceptable rules of inference. It is rather a loose
 weave of challenges, questions, platitudes and paradox. And the
 scope of the argument, of course, far exceeds our present concerns.
 Its target is, absolutely generally, what I have elsewhere called
 investigation-independence:25 the idea that meaning can be so confer
 red upon at least some of the statements of our language that whether
 they are correct is something settled in advance and independently of
 any investigation we might make - more generally still, that what
 judgements are correct in particular circumstances is something
 determined quite independently of human reaction to those circum
 stances. The belief that any well-described computation has, whether
 it is ever performed or not, a unique, predeterm?nate outcome cannot
 survive a rejection of investigation-independence; and neither can the
 belief that we may speak straightforwardly of extensions of our
 cognitive powers-at least, not if such talk is to carry any more
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 robust an implication than that we know what it would be to be able
 to decide to our satisfaction issues which we presently cannot de
 cide.

 Some of the salient points in Wittgenstein's thinking on the issue
 are the following. Judgment is essentially a linguistic activity; to judge
 truly is comprehendingly to endorse a true statement, so that only
 the linguistically competent can judge. (Wittgenstein is much less
 dogmatic than that makes him sound, but I read the Ballard discussion
 as advancing precisely this view at least for judgments of a certain
 level of sophistication; and it ought to be uncontroversial for the
 arithmetical examples which we are presently concerned with.) The
 investigation-independent truth of judgments therefore requires the
 investigation-independent truth of statements; and the investigation
 independent truth of statements requires that their truth is settled,
 autonomously and without the need for human interference, by their
 meaning and the character of the relevant facts. For a complex set of
 reasons, however, no notion of meaning can be legitimized which will
 play this role. There are ontological difficulties: the meaning of a
 statement, if it is to make the relevant, autonomous contribution
 towards determining that statement's truth-value, cannot be thought
 of as fully determined by previous uses of that statement or, if it is a
 novel statement, by previous uses of its constituents and by its
 syntax; for those factors can always be reconciled with the state
 ment's having any truth-value, no matter what the worldly facts are
 taken to be. The same goes for prior phenomenological episodes -
 imagery, models-in the minds of the linguistically competent.

 Nothing, therefore, in the previous use of the statement, or of its
 constituents, or in the prior streams of consciousness of competent
 speakers, is, if its meaning is in conjunction with the facts to deter
 mine its truth-value, sufficient to fix its meaning. So what does?

 There are consequent epistemological difficulties: how are we sup
 posed to know, even conditionally, what the meaning of a statement
 requires of us? The awkward points which we have to face are three.
 First, such knowledge cannot be persistently singlehanded; if some
 one cannot persuade the rest of us that he is using a statement
 correctly and we are not, then, so far from being in a position to
 credit himself with unilateral recognition of the constraints imposed
 by the meaning of that statement, he has to conclude that he does not
 know what it means. Second, or so the Private Language Argument
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 urges, there is no residual, privileged knowledge which each of us has
 of the dictates of his ideolect; the man out of step cannot take
 comfort in the thought that at least he knows what he means by the
 statement even if that is not the communal understanding, and what
 use that meaning enjoins. For what is this first-person privileged
 knowledge of an ideolect? It is futile to look to the model of our
 knowledge of our own intentions; if previously intended use of a
 statement, or of its constituents, is to impose any real constraint, there
 has to be an intelligible contrast possible between the use which
 actually conforms to those intentions and the use which one takes to
 do so. Otherwise, keeping faith with one's prior intentions comes to
 no more, assuming one's present use of language to be sincere, than
 keeping faith with one's present inclinations; which is no more real a
 constraint than that of keeping pace with one's own shadow.26 It is,
 however, wholly obscure how the needed contrast is to be made out.
 Third, it seems quite impossible to explain how, as members of an
 ongoing linguistic community of non-collusive assent (more or less),
 we can be in a position to recognise, at least conditionally, constraints
 imposed by the meaning of statements in our language which, if the
 first point above is correct, cannot be recognized in a persistently
 singlehanded way. What, over and above our broad disposition to
 concur in reaction, judgment, and definition, constitutes the fact that
 our ongoing usage of language conforms, by and large, to antecedently
 determined meanings? The standpoint of investigation-independence
 sees our linguistic and cognitive competence as a disposition to suit
 our use of language to the requirements of a determinate underlying
 framework of semantic and syntactic rules; but if that is going to be
 our standpoint, so that there is always at best a contingent cor
 respondence between what we take the requirements of those rules to
 be and what they really are, what determines the latter?

 If we despair of answering that question satisfactorily, we have, it
 appears, radically to revise our whole conception of meaning: there is
 no property of a statement which, irrespective of how we react or
 whether we ever get the chance to do so, combines with the character
 of the relevant non-linguistic facts to determine correct use of that
 statement. What constitutes correct use of the statement in particular
 circumstances always needs a contribution from us, from our dis
 positions to react and judge, in short from our nature. Where we
 cannot give that contribution, if only for external, trivial-seeming
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 reasons like lack of facility or shortness of time, what constitutes
 correct use is therefore so far indeterminate.
 These are extremely difficult issues. One's initial response is bew

 ilderment and scepticism; one wants to sympathise with much of
 what Wittgenstein says, yet it seems incredible that so radical an
 anti-realism, indeed idealism, should issue from it. However that may
 be, my intention here has only been to locate an issue. The intuitionist
 attacks our pretensions to a certain kind of objectivity: that involved
 in the notion that we can form definite, clear ideas of specific states of
 affairs to which no being with limitations akin to our own need be
 capable of cognitive access. But the strict finitist is disputing our
 entitlement to a yet more entrenched idea of objectivity: the objec
 tivity of meaning.
 Let it be noted, finally, that the form of the strict finitist's reply has

 been an attempt to undermine the intuitionist's local argument. To
 attack the premises on which the intuitionist based his belief that the
 CID transition satisfied the four conditions which were imposed on its
 soundness is to argue that the belief is groundless, not that it is
 incorrect. The attack thus commits the strict finitist to no more than
 agnosticism about the soundness of the CID transition. It does not
 have to be taken as an argument for denying that the transition meets
 one of the specified conditions. Whether such a denial ought never
 theless to be made and, if so, how exactly it should be explained I
 shall not here enquire.

 III. CAN THE STRICT FINITIST REBUT THE MINOR PREMISE
 OF THE MODUS TOLLENS?

 10. Under What Assumptions Would the Semantic Incoherence of
 Surveyability Predicates Destroy the Viability of Strict Finitism as a
 Coherent Philosophy of Mathematics?

 In this and the next subsection we shall work under the assumption
 that 'intelligible', 'surveyable', 'actually decidable', and the like are, in
 appropriate respects, tolerant predicates. If, as Dummett suggests,
 they are as a class semantically incoherent in consequence, how
 exactly does that call into question the viability of strict finitism as a
 philosophy of mathematics?
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 Notice to begin with that if Dummett is right about these expres
 sions, and about others, most particularly observation-predicates like
 those for colours, then one intuitively prepossessing reason for
 doubting the viability of any philosophical position involving essential
 play with semantically incoherent expressions comes to seem less so.
 That reason is the plausible thought that we do not genuinely under
 stand any semantically incoherent expression. But it is merely aber
 rant to suppose that we do not understand colour predicates, and the
 others, when their use embodies a successful communicative practice.
 The Sorites Paradox disturbs no intuitions about the correct use of
 the expressions which seem to be susceptible to it; we do not, for
 example, come to doubt the orangeness of the rightmost terminal
 patch in a suitable array of patches as a result of a Sorites proof that
 it is red; nor the adulthood of my parents as a result of the possibility
 of a Sorites-proof that they are children. The institution of agreed use
 of these expressions survives the discovery of the Sorites paradoxes;
 and where there is an ongoing non-collusive institution of correct use,
 there surely is mutual understanding. If surveyability predicates are
 as a class semantically incoherent, it is open to the strict finitist to
 wonder why the involvement of his philosophy with such expressions
 any more calls its viability into question than its involvement with
 certain other such expressions calls into question the viability of art
 criticism.

 In what ways, though, is strict finitism essentially involved with
 surveyability predicates? Dummett speculates [4] about whether the
 induction axiom would survive under a strict finitist reconstruction of

 arithmetic. For while every number actually intelligibly representable
 in a given notation will have a successor actually intelligibly
 representable in that notation, not every number will be so
 representable.27 But the most immediate point to make about the
 example is that there is, presumably, no question of attempting to
 carry out an induction with respect to a surveyability predicate within
 strict finitist arithmetic, whose vocabulary will contain no such pre
 dicates but merely the standard logical and number-theoretic primi
 tives. For this reason, there is no immediate prospect that the seman
 tic incoherence of surveyability predicates might lead to an in
 consistency in strict finitist arithmetic or some ulterior branch of
 strict finitist mathematics. I say 'no immediate prospect' because it is
 still a possibility that the use of semantically incoherent expressions in
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 the strict finitist explanations of the logical constants and others of his
 mathematical primitives might somehow motivate inconsistent rules
 of proof or axioms. But again there is no obvious reason for suspec
 ting that this would have to be so.
 The strict finitist makes indispensable use of surveyability predi

 cates only in two places: first, in making his informal philosophical
 case, in particular his formulation of the manifestation- and acquisi
 tion-challenges; and second, in the explanations which he will
 presumably try to give of the legitimate content which we can attach
 to the logical constants and other mathematical primitives. If survey
 ability predicates are semantically incoherent, that is no reason what
 ever, in the absence of the thesis that no such predicate is genuinely
 intelligible, to doubt their capacity to play the'first of these roles. The
 correctness of the minor premise of the Modus Tollens thus requires
 that, for some reason other than one resting on that dubious thesis,
 they cannot play the second role. However that may be, it is worth
 stressing now that the coherence of the strict finitist critique of the
 classical and intuitionist approaches is not at this point in serious
 doubt. If no satisfactory motivation for a distinctive style of strict
 finitist logic and mathematics can be arrived at, that calls into ques
 tion the cogency of the strict finitist opposition to fundamental
 presuppositions of classical and intuitionist semantics only if we have
 antecedent grounds for thinking that it has to be possible to secure
 the kind of harmony between mathematical practice and favoured
 semantic theory which both the classical and intuitionist approaches
 try for. In fact, three assumptions are needed: if we have antecedent
 grounds for that belief, and if surveyability predicates are as a class
 semantically incoherent, and if their being so somehow obstructs -
 for some reason other than the dubious claims that they are therefore
 unintelligible, or that a semantics which gives them a central place is
 bound to motivate inconsistent formal theories - the development of a
 well-founded strict finitist semantics for logic and the most central
 branches of pure mathematics, then Dummett is, plausibly, right to
 conclude that there can be no viable strict finitist philosophy of
 mathematics. But the status of none of the three hypotheses is
 exactly pellucid. I shall not discuss the first here.28 The second
 involves the assumption that surveyability predicates are tolerant,
 which will be considered in subsection 12, and the assumption that
 tolerance cannot but lead to Sorites-susceptibility, which, along with
 the third hypothesis, we shall consider next.
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 11. Would the Tolerance of Surveyability Predicates Have to Prevent
 the Strict Finitist from Constructing Satisfactory Semantics for His
 Formal Theories?

 For the strict finitist, only those first-order numerical expressions may
 be thought of as having sense, and therefore reference, which are
 actually capable of intelligible employment by the community; the
 positive integers no longer, therefore, outrun our means of actually
 intelligible representation of them. What sort of collective structure
 do they now exemplify? The totality of positive integers actually
 intelligibly representable in some notation or other promises to con
 tain 'gaps' not just from the traditional point of view but from that of
 the strict finitist also: we have, for example, an actually intelligible
 symbol for the difference between 171000 and 2, but do not, presum
 ably, actually understand anything like 171000-2 numerical
 expressions. If we try to work, then, with the totality of actually
 intelligible numerical expressions, it can no longer be guaranteed that
 each such expression 'n' stands for an integer with n predecessors;
 and the intuitive meaning of elementary arithmetical operations like
 addition and subtraction appears to be in some jeopardy. The natural
 proposal is therefore that the strict finitist should waive the attempt to
 conceive of the positive integers en bloc as any kind of totality, and
 concentrate instead upon the development of a formal theory suitable
 to treat the positive integers which are actually intelligibly expressible
 in any particular canonical notation, say the stroke, binary, or decimal
 notation.
 What sort of structure will such a collection constitute? Consider,

 as an analogue, a series of metronomic clicks taking place against the
 background of an E-flat sounded on an organ which is then modulated
 so smoothly and gradually into an F-sharp that even the most refined
 musical ear can detect no difference in background pitch between any
 pair of adjacent clicks. Here it looks as though the predicate, 'click
 with E-flat as a background' determines what Dummett calls a weakly
 finite, but weakly infinite totality:29 there is an integral upper bound on
 the number of its members but it has no last member. We can arrive

 at a suitable upper bound by counting the clicks until it is perfectly
 clear to everyone that the accompanying note is no longer E-flat; while
 that there is no last member issues from the apparent tolerance of the
 predicate in question with respect to the transition from one click to
 the next. Since the totality is well-ordered by 'occurs earlier than', we
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 appear to have an intuitive model for the standard arithmetical
 axioms for zero and successor (and an intuitive demonstration of the
 non-categoricity of those axioms for the notion of infinity as it is
 classically and intuitionistically understood.) If, then, 'has an actually
 intelligible representation in binary notation' is tolerant with respect
 to the kind of changes involved in passing from an integer to its
 successor, then the set of such integers is presumably a structure of
 the same kind; and we appear to be in a position to motivate
 acceptance of at least the first four of the standard first-order Peano
 Axioms.

 The status of the fifth, the induction axiom, awaits clarification of
 the strict finitist interpretation of the quantifiers. If a proof of '(x)Fx'
 has to accomplish a demonstration that we can actually get a survey
 able proof of 'Fa' for any object, a, in the range of the quantifier,
 then the standard induction axiom looks to be unacceptable even
 if restricted to orthodox number-theoretic predicates. For it may be
 true that 'FO' can be proved, and that we can surveyably prove that F
 holds of the successor of n whenever we can surveyably prove that
 En, yet the series of integers k, for which Fk can be surveyably
 proved be 'shorter' than the series of integers actually intelligibly
 representable in the canonical notation in which we are working.
 Likewise the recursions for ' + ' and 'x' will not, presumably, be totally
 defined over the elements of such a series.

 These seem to be straightforward prologomena to the deter
 mination of a strict finitist arithmetic. But the trouble is, and this is
 why Dummett doubts that the enterprise can be carried through, that
 the coherence of the notion of a weakly finite but weakly infinite
 totality obviously depends upon there being no conflict between the
 assignability of an upper bound and the weak infinity principle. And
 just such a conflict is what the Sorites paradox purports to elicit. The
 most immediate reply is that it remains to be shown that Sorites
 paradoxes continue to be generatable within the framework of strict
 finitism; for in order to derive such a paradox, other than by using an
 analogue of mathematical induction, twice as many lines will be need
 ed (successive universal instantiation and Modus Ponens steps) as
 there are elements in the relevant series between the F starting point
 and the non-F terminus. Will any such derivations be surveyable? Is
 it ever actually possible surveyably to derive a Sorites paradox 'in
 the long', as it were?
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 Here is an argument for thinking that it is. It is plausible to suppose
 that there is some particular number k such that k successive pair
 wise steps of universal instantiation and Modus Ponens constitute a
 surveyable proof structure, while 2fc such steps do not. Let us say
 that m is small just in case m + k such pairwise steps constitute a
 surveyable structure. Then 0 is small; and it is plausible to suppose
 that if n is small, so is its successor; (at any rate, it is as plausible to
 maintain that one more step of the pattern:

 En

 Fn^Fn' UI
 En' MPP

 cannot transform a surveyable proof structure into one that is not as
 it is to maintain that a decimal numeral consisting of an initial '1'
 followed by n 'O's is actually intelligible whenever n '9's is actually
 intelligible.) Thus by k pairwise steps of universal instantiation and
 Modus Ponens we can prove that k + k, = 2k, is small, contrary to
 hypothesis.30

 Two queries spring to mind about this. The first, somewhat in the
 strict finitist's favour is: granting its plausibility, how can the above
 argument be generalized? For it is not good enough to show that some
 intuitive Sorites paradoxes are surveyably completable. If there are to
 be no weakly finite, but weakly infinite totalities, even from a strict
 finitist point of view, then all the relevant predicates of practical
 intellectual possibility must be strict finitistically Sorites-susceptible.
 The argument, however, conveys no explicit suggestion about how to
 construct such derivations except in the case of predicates definable
 by reference to 'surveyable' as applied to formal proofs. The situa
 tion, in general, is that in order to be able to construct a surveyable
 Sorites paradox for a particular F, we require:

 (i) non-inferential recognition that Fa and that not -Fb;
 (ii) that a can be transformed into something qualitatively

 indistinguishable from b by k steps of a certain kind such
 that whenever y results from x by such a step, then xRy
 holds good for a specified R;
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 (iii) that, plausibly, (Fx & JcRy)->Fy;
 (iv) that k pairwise steps of universal instantiation and Modus

 Ponens is a surveyable proof structure.

 Certain Sorites Paradoxes, for example "the heartbeats of my
 childhood",31 are not going to satisfy these conditions. The question is
 whether, whenever a predicate is intuitively Sorites-susceptible, an R
 and a k can always be located for it which enable the paradox to be
 developed surveyably. (We might try taking the heartbeats in 100-fold
 packages!) It is not implausible that this might be so; but it seems
 impossible that it might be established a priori. That the notion of a
 weakly finite but weakly infinite totality is incoherent has not, there
 fore, been demonstrated in strict finitistically acceptable terms.
 There is, indeed, on reflection, an obvious counterexample. Let us

 say that a system of notation for zero and the positive integers is
 complete just in case every integer actually intelligibly representable
 in that notation by a numeral n has n predecessors likewise so
 representable; and let us say that N supersedes M just in case both M
 and N are complete and an upper bound for the integers actually
 intelligibly representable in M can be actually intelligibly represented
 in N. Let L be a complete system of notation with no recognizable
 supersessor. Intuitively there must be such systems of notation, since
 the price of relative brevity in the numerals in a system is relative
 richness of primitive symbolism, and our memories are limited. But if
 L has no recognizable supersessor, there is no question of surveyably
 developing a Sorites paradox with respect to the predicate, 'is actually
 intelligibly representable in L' since we shall have no notation in
 which to work. It will still be the case however that the totality of
 integers so representable can be assigned a specific integral upper
 bound; there are not so many as 1010,? actually intelligible numerals,
 for example, in any complete system of notation. Granted, then, the
 possibility of such a system of notation, L, tolerance cannot every
 where surveyably be demonstrated to involve Sorites-susceptibility.
 An obvious ploy for the strict finitist would thus be to take the
 subject matter of arithmetic to be constituted by the integers actually
 intelligibly representable in a complete system of notation with no
 recognizable supersessor.
 The second query provoked by the 'small' argument is less sym

 pathetic to strict finitism: what argument does strict finitism have for
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 insisting that we have a Sorites paradox only when the derivation can
 be surveyably formalized 'in the long'? For even where such a
 formalization could not be given, there is surely no doubt about our
 ability to recognize where we would get to if the appropriate number
 of universal instantiation and Modus Ponens steps were taken. Is
 there not a legitimate sense of surveyability of proof for which
 physical reproducibility is unnecessary? The answer, I think, is that
 we have to distinguish two kinds of case. If we are actually able to
 say of a proof what, if it is carried out correctly, its every nth line will
 be, then even if the labour of writing it out correctly and convincing
 ourselves that that is what we had done would be beyond us, the proof
 is surely, in any relevant sense, a surveyable one, of whose every detail
 we are in command of a clear view. Nothing in the general arguments
 for strict finitism suggests that adherence to proofs which are sur
 veyable in the narrower physical sense should be mandatory. What
 those arguments enjoin is repudiation of the idea that the extension of
 the concept of proof can outrun human capacity for ratification of
 proof; but ratification of a proof is not so much, though it typically
 occurs via, a meticulous check of a write-up of it as a matter of
 getting oneself fully to understand it, familiarizing oneself with all its
 stages, coming to know why it works. Until a proof is fully under
 stood in this way, its status is comparable to that of, for instance, a
 complicated arithmetical calculation which we think is merely prob
 ably correct; so that disclosure of an error will lead us to doubt
 whether that proof, i.e. a proof that way of that result, exists at all.
 But when the proof is fully understood, fully accepted as such,
 disclosure of an error will, at least initially, be thought of as stig
 matizing only that particular performance of the proof.

 That is the first kind of case: proofs which, though we cannot
 actually physically perform them and reasonably convince ourselves
 that that is what we have done, are nevertheless fully understood.
 We fully understand them not merely in the sense that we can
 describe in detail the patterns of reasoning which they employ, but
 also can recognize and exactly locate the place in the proof of an
 arbitrarily selected step. Just such a proof would be the Sorites
 paradox of 'actually intelligibly representable in binary notation'
 developed for the integers actually intelligibly representable in deci
 mal notation. Even if no version of that paradox can surveyably be
 given in longhand, it therefore appears that the strict finitist should
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 respect it and that, pending some kind of solution to it, the concept
 'actually intelligibly representable in binary notation' should be
 regarded not as determining a weakly finite but weakly infinite totality
 but as of structurally indeterminate extension.

 To be sure, no absolutely compelling reason has been given why
 the strict finitist should accept this suggestion, why he should not
 simply dig in and insist on proofs which we can actually physically
 reproduce and surveyably check. It is merely that his motivating
 arguments do not seem to explain such a stance. In fact, however, he
 will lose nothing, at least in the present context, if he admits as
 legitimate proofs which are surveyable in the more liberal sense, for it
 is still not true that every intuitive Sorites paradox then becomes
 strict finitistically demonstrable. A proof counts as surveyable in the
 more liberal sense only if, even if it is not physically reproducible in a
 practically convincing way, we have a clear concept of its identity;
 and this requires more than possession of a general idea of the kind of
 steps that it takes - we need to know where it would take us if it was
 actually correctly performed, and to be able actually to recognize as
 such and know the location of any surveyable sub-proof within it. If
 we do not have these abilities, there is nothing we can actually do to
 distinguish our putative understanding of the proof from that of a
 great many other possible structures which are initially akin to it. The
 second kind of 'surveyable' but physically unperformable proof
 would not be associated with such practical capacities; it would be a
 case where, although we could describe its overall mechanics per
 fectly, and could convince ourselves of the general character of its
 eventual results, we might not be able to recognize as such an actual
 transcription of that result printed out by a computer, or to identify
 constituent sub-proofs, because of increasing notational complexity.
 A proof which is surveyable only in this yet weaker sense is not strict
 finitistically acceptable for the reason just mentioned: our concept of
 the proof is not sufficiently distinctive; we lack the practical recog
 nitional skills which, if we were fortunate enough to look in the right
 places, would guarantee us the ability to expose certain putative
 physical instances of it as imposters.
 The same example will serve as before: even in terms of the

 original liberalization of surveyability, a Sorites paradox will be
 surveyably developable for a predicate of the kind 'actually in
 telligibly representable in notation L' only if L has a recognisable
 supersessor. Otherwise we will not be able to identify a numerical
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 expression, m, of which we are in a position to assert the following:
 that the sentence, 'm is actually intelligibly representable in L'
 expresses a falsehood, but would be reached by appropriately many
 steps of universal instantiation and Modus Ponens from an apparently
 acceptable major premise expressing the tolerance of the predicate
 and the minor premise that 0 is actually intelligibly representable in L.
 If L has no recognisable supersessor, the only expressions, s, for
 which 's is actually intelligibly representable in L' will express a
 recognisable false hood will be expressions selected from incomplete
 notations; there will therefore be no chain of universal instantiation
 and Modus Ponens steps of the appropriate kind of which each con
 stituent line is actually intelligible, whose starting point is a truth of
 the form, 'k is actually intelligibly representable in V, whose ter
 minus is 's is actually intelligibly representable in V, and whose
 major premise stipulates that 'actually intelligibly representable in L'
 tolerates the transition from an integer to its successor. There is
 therefore no strict finitistically acceptable demonstration of a Sorites
 paradox for 'actually intelligibly representable in L', even if the
 original liberalization of surveyability is accepted.

 Our governing assumption so far, to be reviewed in the next
 subsection, has been that surveyability predicates are indeed tolerant.
 Our question has been: how does that vindicate the minor premise of
 the Modus Tollens, how does it call the viability of a strict finitist
 philosophy of mathematics into question? Let us review our main
 conclusions. First, the consistency of strict finitist mathematics is not
 threatened in the most obvious way, since, even if semantically
 incoherent, the relevant predicates will not feature in the formal
 theories. They will feature essentially only in the statement of the
 philosophical motif for strict finitism, and in any strict finitist seman
 tics for logical and mathematical languages. Second, even if survey
 ability predicates are semantically incoherent, the power of the
 philosophical case for strict finitist attitudes is not compromised
 unless it is assumed that semantic incoherence is sufficient for unin

 telligibility; but the proper conclusion for someone disposed to accept
 Sorites paradoxes for a large class of familiar expression ought to be
 exactly the opposite. Third, there is a question whether the strict
 finitist can satisfactorily motivate a choice of axioms for arithmetic.
 For if surveyability predicates are semantically incoherent, then, if it
 is proposed that arithmetic should deal with the integers actually
 intelligibly representable in some particular complete notation, it will
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 deal with the extension of an incoherent predicate; and if it attempts
 to deal, instead, with all the integers actually intelligibly representable
 in some notation or other, then it will be dealing with a union of such
 extensions. Either way, how can there by anything coherent to say
 about the collective structure of the entities with which it will deal?

 We noted the assumption behind this question that any viable
 philosophy of mathematics must, within the framework of what it
 considers to be a satisfactory conception of meaning, at least in
 formally elucidate intended models and interpretations for those
 branches of mathematics which it proposes to sanction. But the
 semantic incoherence of surveyability predicates as a class is, in any
 case, in doubt; for even if the tolerance of those predicates is
 accepted along with the underlying logic for the Sorites reasoning,
 there is the question of the surveyability of the derivations. It was
 argued that some, but not all, intuitive Sorites paradoxes would,
 under our governing assumption, be strict finitistically cogent under
 both a narrower and a more liberal interpretation of surveyability; but
 that, so long as we have not recognised a complete notation L to have
 a supersessor, we can have no grounds for thinking that a Sorites
 paradox can be surveyably derived, in either sense, for 'actually
 intelligibly representable in L'. Whatever we conclude about the
 tolerance of surveyability predicates, therefore, Dummett's con
 clusion, that the notion of a weakly finite, weakly infinite totality is
 incoherent, is premature. From a strict finitist point of view, we are
 not in a position to rule out the possibility of such totalities; the
 recognition of a positive instance will require both validation of the
 tolerance of the appropriate predicate and recognition that no sur
 veyable demonstration of inconsistency can be given; if we could
 recognise a particular numerical notation, L, to be complete and
 without supersessor, and that the predicate 'actually intelligibly
 representable L' was tolerant with respect to the transition from an
 integer to its successor we should have a specific instance. It is not
 absurd to suppose that we might have good grounds for supposing a
 notation to have each of these three features.

 12. Surveyability Predicates, Vagueness and Tolerance

 If the preceding reasoning is correct, the tolerance of at least some
 predicates of practical intellectual possibility poses no threat, when
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 the situation is viewed strict finitistically, to their semantic coherence.
 What is at stake in the question of the tolerance of surveyability
 predicates as a class as thus whether these predicates are semantic
 ally coherent from other than strict finitist points of view; and
 whether the arithmetic of the set of integers actually intelligibly
 representable in some complete notation can be the arithmetic of a
 weakly infinite totality.

 As noted earlier, Dummett seems simply to take it for granted that
 surveyability predicates are vague; and, sometimes, that vagueness
 generates Sorites-susceptibility.32 But it can seem equally plausible to
 suppose that surveyability predicates cannot be vague: that our
 intellectual capacities must be as sharply limited as our physical
 capacities, since, at bottom, it is physical capacities in which they
 consist-physical capacities of the brain. On this view, there can no
 more be an a priori objection to the idea of a sharp cut-off to, for
 example, the length of the formal proofs which a particular agent can
 survey than in the case of activities like weight-lifting, high-jumping,
 and loading camels.
 Provided the distinctions urged at the conclusion of subsection 6

 are accepted, the lines of implication among vagueness (i.e. posses
 sion of borderline cases), Sorites-susceptibility, and lack of sharp
 boundaries, are by no means immediate. There is no evident reason
 why a vague predicate should be tolerant; borderline cases can result
 from a conflict of perfectly sharp criteria - the predicate 'is entitled to
 Israeli nationality' might be an example. And while tolerance guaran
 tees lack of sharp boundaries, it is a muddle to pass in the opposite
 direction: the muddle involved in conflating the distinction between
 lacking instructions to 'draw the line' somewhere and possessing
 instructions that the line is nowhere to be drawn.
 It is a mistake also, at least in the context of our present concerns,

 to pass from lack of borderline cases to possession of sharp boun
 daries. Earlier we had occasion to notice that, like all predicates of
 practical capacity, surveyability predicates seem to be vague in at
 least this respect: the conditions under which failure indicates in
 ability are not sharply circumscribed - someone who can </> may fail
 to do so because the conditions are not suitable. But, it is natural to
 wonder, is this really a matter of vagueness? Plausibly, to say that
 someone is able to </> is to say that there is some complex of
 conditions, C, under which the agent will function at his best, and that
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 if he tries to <f) under C-conditions, then he will <\>. And if this account
 is acceptable, then the apparent vagueness in the rejection conditions
 of 'X can </>' is merely epistemic. For either there is a condition C as
 described or there is not; the problem is merely that of fixing upon the
 evidence class for the latter disjunct.
 One response to this thought would be to wonder whether the

 notion of conditions under which an agent 'functions at his best' is
 not itself vague - in particular, whether the distinction between con
 ditions where an agent realises his actual capacities and conditions
 under which he fulfils his potential capacities is not shot through with
 indeterminacy. But the more important point is that, even if the
 mooted account of the truth-conditions of 'X is able to </>' warrants
 the belief that there are no borderline cases for the truth of that
 sentence, justification of a belief in sharp cut-offs for the application of
 surveyability predicates will require, for any antirealist, that survey
 ability predicates be decidable. Not but what we tried to run an argument
 for the weak decidability of such predicates earlier; but the discussion
 was inconclusive, and there is no evident implication of the decidability
 of 'X can 4>' by the proposed account of its truth-conditions.
 We noted earlier that self-ascription of surveyability predicates

 may well involve consideration of parameters of degree, but the point
 is actually more general. For unlike predicates of practical capacity in
 the high jumping and weight-lifting bracket, the conditions of success,
 or the conditions under which success indicates application of the
 predicate, do not seem everywhere sharp in the case of surveyability
 predicates. In contrast with raising a bar above ones head, for
 example, there is no finite performance which conclusively shows
 that somebody finds a particular expression intelligible; and while
 genuine recognition of a reduplication of a proof shows that one
 found the original surveyable, there is no sharp behavioural distinction
 between an identification based on genuine recognition and one fluked
 on a guess. Here there is undoubtedly a parameter of degree involved
 in testing the application of a predicate: that of the reliability of
 certain sorts of performance over a series of trials. That does not
 immediately entail that the predicate can apply to greater and lesser
 degrees. But if we find we do not know how to answer the question:
 how well does somebody have to be able to handle an expression
 before it is clear that he finds it intelligible?, surely the explanation is
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 not that we do not know sufficiently many non-linguistic facts.
 The central point I should wish to urge, however, is, again, that

 there is a priori no clear reason why tolerant predicates should be
 either vague or predicates of degree; predicates of phenomenal posi
 tion, or of phenomenal shade of colour, for instance, are obvious
 counterexamples. The intuition that surveyability predicates do in
 deed tolerate marginal alternations in length, complexity, etc., need
 have no connection with assumptions about their vagueness or their
 applicability to greater and lesser degrees; so there is, without further
 argument anyway, no point in trying to challenge it by challenging
 such assumptions.

 For all its initial plausibility, however, an intuition is all that it
 remains; and the physicalist's simple denial of it should certainly give
 pause to anyone who feels its tug. What, if any, argument can be
 given for the tolerance of surveyability predicates? In [11] and [12] I
 called attention to several kinds of consideration which would serve,
 if accepted, to justify regarding certain predicates as tolerant. Predi
 cates of casual observation-'heap', 'tidy', 'tall', 'bald'-can be
 expected to tolerate changes too subtle to be determined by casual
 observation. Predicates whose conditions of correct application we
 have to be able to remember without external aids can be expected to
 tolerate changes too slight for our memories to detect; colour predi
 cates, and many others, come into this category. Predicates associated
 with very substantial moral and explanatory distinctions-'child',
 'idiot', 'lunatic'- can be expected to tolerate very marginal changes in
 an agent to whom they apply. And predicates whose conditions of
 application are capable of purely ostensive explanation must, it ap
 pears, tolerate any changes which we cannot ostensively indicate.
 These are all direct, theoretical arguments for regarding it as implicit
 in the senses of the relevant expressions that they will tolerate certain
 sorts of possible change; and it is the possibility, and only the
 possibility, of such arguments which gives the Sorites paradox the
 status of more than a sophism. But none of them appears germane to
 the case of surveyability predicates. So why is Dummett's intuition
 plausible?

 An uncharitable explanation would be that it is because we tend to
 concentrate on relatively short proofs, or relatively simple numerical
 expressions, which our competence to survey or understand goes well
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 beyond. But I doubt if anyone will think the correct diagnosis so
 simple who gives due weight to the intellectual aspect of survey
 ability: the surveyability of a proof, or intelligibility of an expression,
 as the notion is relevant to strict finitism, is not just a matter of the
 practical reproducibility 'by mere copying'33 of the symbolic structure
 involved but requires its comprehension. The issue is complex and
 there is no substitute, alas, for detailed consideration of a variety of
 surveyability predicates, for it cannot be assumed that like con
 siderations apply in all cases. Let us briefly review some of the
 considerations which are germane to just one case: the predicate,
 F = 'the decimal notation expression for n [Dec. n] is actually in
 telligible for X', 'n' ranging over the positive integers and X a
 particular agent.(I shall describe the major premise of any purported
 Sorites-proof of the semantic incoherence of a surveyability predicate
 as, in deference to Dummett's belief in the tolerance of such predi
 cates, an instance of Dummett's Principle.)
 Points worth noting straight away are these two. First, assuming

 that the strict finitist, like the intuitionist, will interpret the existential
 quantifier constructively, it will be admissible to assert the classical
 negation of an instance of Dummett's Principle: (3n)Fn & -Fn\ only
 if we can actually locate a particular k which we can actually
 recognise to satisfy that condition. (Nothing less than that will be
 required if the strict finitist treatment of zero and the positive integers
 should be as of a definite, finite totality.34) Second, if, in contrast with
 'red', 'child', 'bald', etc., predicates of surveyability are neither predi
 cates of degree nor borderline-case vague, if indeed they are weakly
 effectively decidable, there is no obvious possibility of blocking the
 move from: -(3n)Fn & -Fn( to (n)Fn-^Fn'; in other words, recog
 nition that we cannot actually locate a sharp cut-off point for F will
 be immediately transformable into recognition of the assertibility of
 the appropriate instance of Dummett's Principle. This is not the
 situation with 'red', 'child', and so on; there it is necessary to argue
 directly for the relevant instances of Dummett's Principle, but with
 surveyability predicates, if actually weakly decidable, it is enough to
 show that we are in no position to recognise a counterexample.
 Can that now be argued? Certainly X cannot, singlehandedly,

 recognise a counterexample. For no value of n can it seem to him that
 he understands Dec. n, but does not understand Dec. n'; for in order
 to recognise that Dec. n' does not seem intelligible to him, he must
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 first recognise some expression as being Dec. n'-and that he can do,
 singlehandedly, only if he can understand it. To this extent, a coun
 terexample to the relevant instance of Dummett's Principle is unim
 aginable from X's first-person point of view. Of course, there is no
 argument here for the acceptability of the relevant instance of Dum
 mett's Principle; a counterexample to the proposition that X's audi
 tory range extended arbitrarily high would have, for X, just the same
 kind of unimaginability. The lesson is merely that, in order for X to
 recognise a smallest decimal numeral which he cannot understand, he
 will have to have some independent way of identifying it as denoting
 the successor of a number whose decimal numeral he does under
 stand. And what goes for X goes for the community at large; so
 recognition of sharp boundaries to what we can survey, or under
 stand, is going to require recourse to some kind of technology.
 That is all quite unexciting and does not seem to locate the real

 motivation for Dummett's intuition, so let us try a different tack.
 Suppose we accept two plausible-seeming principles: first, that any
 n-fold sequence of single decimal numerals is neither easier nor
 harder to take in than any other n-fold such sequence differing from it
 in at most one place; second, that if x is <I>-able by X, and y is no
 harder to 4> than x, then y is O-able by X. Then if a decimal numeral
 is actually intelligible for X, it can be surveyably proved (if only in
 the liberalized sense) of any particular decimal numeral of equal
 length that it too is actually intelligible for X. All, therefore, it
 appears, that can obstruct the acceptability of the present example of
 Dummett's principle is if it does not hold for the case where Dec. n =
 a sequence of '9's. It has thus to be a possibility that X can
 understand some such m-fold numeral, Deck, so can recognise as
 such-by the above two principles - an m-fold sequence of zeros; yet
 cannot understand the result of prefixing the latter by a single '1'. We
 can suppose that he understands the description 'the result of
 prefixing an m-fold sequence of zeros by a single '1", and knows that
 what satisfies it denotes k'. Given this, and the recognitional character
 of his understanding of 'm-fold sequence of zero's', it is not perhaps
 absurd to suppose that he simply cannot recognise as such occur
 rences of Dec. k'; but it surely seems extremely odd. By hypothesis,
 he can recognise as such the constituent m-fold sequence of zero's;
 by hypothesis, he knows what Dec. k' is like, knows that all is needed
 is to tag a '1' appropriately closely onto the front of an m-fold
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 sequence of zero's. So, once he has identified the m-fold constituent
 of the symbol we present to him, what on earth could be preventing
 him from seeing that the residue simply consists in a single prefixed
 T and so from identifying the whole as Dec. k'?35

 I offer these reflections as diagnostic of the appeal of Dummett's
 Principle in this instance, rather than as an argument. For a con
 clusive argument would have to be of a quite different character. The
 crucial issue is how 'molecular' a view it is defensible to take of our
 understanding of sub-sentential expressions which, like the numerals,
 form an indefinitely extensible recursive system. If 4>-ing is jumping,
 or lifting, each statement of the form, 'x is 4>-able by X' may be
 tested in isolation, irrespective of whether any other such statements,
 'y is 4>-able by X', has been tested. Of course, success at a particular
 height, say, is eo ipso success at any smaller height and failure at any
 particular height is eo ipso failure at any greater height, but we can
 assess success or failure at a particular height on the basis purely of
 trials in which the bar is set at that particular height. No analogue of
 this holds in the case of surveyability predicates: no one can provide
 the best kind of evidence that he understands a particular numeral,
 for example, if the tests are somehow confined to operations with that
 particular numeral and no other. Understanding a numeral is in some
 essential way a matter of understanding the system of which it is a
 constituent.

 That much holism is uncontroversial: however favourable X's
 handling of a particular numeral, the claim that he understands it at a
 particular time is defeasible by reflection on anterior and subsequent
 operations by X with other numerals; nothing parallel holds for the
 claim that X can jump an n metre bar at a particular time. But the
 vital question is whether, more particularly, we have inbuilt it into
 our criteria of understanding any particular numeral that somebody
 can convincingly satisfy them only by correct handling both of it and
 of those in its vicinity on both sides. If not, then, however puzzling
 earlier considerations make it seem, there can be no convincing
 objection against the possibility of a sharp limit to X's capacity to
 comprehend decimal numerals; but if so, then incomprehending res
 ponses to Dec. n' on X's part are going to cast doubt on the value of
 his performance with Dec. n, so that, contrapositively, the best
 grounds for supposing that Dec. n is intelligible to him will be grounds
 for the same supposition of Dec.n'; and the relevant instance of
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 Dummett's Principle will be a consequence. The issue is thus one of
 some subtlety; and, so far as I am aware, it is quite undecided by
 existing commentary.

 iv. CONCLUSION

 Dummett's objections to the coherence of the strict finitist philosophy
 of mathematics are thus, at the present time at least, ill-taken. We
 have so far no definitive treatment of Sorites paradoxes; so no
 conclusive ground for dismissing Dummett's response - the response
 of simply writing off a large class of familiar, confidently handled
 expressions as semantically incoherent. I believe that cannot be the
 right response, if only because it threatens to open an unacceptable
 gulf between the insight into his own understanding available to a
 philosophically reflective speaker and the conclusions available to one
 confined to observing the former's linguistic practice; for an observer
 of our linguistic practice could never justifiably arrive at the con
 clusion that 'red', 'child', etc., are governed by inconsistent rules. But
 the Sorites is not the subject of this paper. The points I hope to have
 made plausible are: that a generalized intuitionist position cannot be
 so much as formulated and that even a most local intuitionism, argued
 for the special case of arithmetic, is hard pressed effectively to
 stabilize and defend itself; that strict finitism remains the natural
 outcome of the anti-realism which Dummett has propounded by way
 of support for the intuitionist philosophy of mathematics; that it is
 powerfully buttressed by the ideas of the latter Wittgenstein on
 rule-following; and that there is no extant compelling reason to
 suppose that its involvement with predicates of surveyability calls its
 coherence into question. The correct philosophical assessment of
 strict finitism, and its proper mathematical exegesis, remain absolute
 ly open, almost virgin issues. This is not a situation which philosophers
 of mathematics should tolerate very much longer.

 University of St. Andrews

 NOTES AND REFERENCES

 * The term was introduced by Kreisel in [6] to denote what he took to be an aspect of
 Wittgenstein's later philosophy of mathematics; and taken over by Kielkopf (Strict
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 Finitism, Mouton 1970) - misunderstanding, as it seems to me, both Kreisel and
 Wittgenstein - as a label for Wittgenstein's later philosophy of maths, in its entirety. It
 is not a happy label for the ideas I am concerned with, since it is only from non-strict
 finitist points of view that the strict finitist can be straightforwardly seen as stressing
 the finitude of human capacities, countenancing only finite sets, etc. (See subsections 5
 and 6 below). But we need a label; and Dummett in [3] has already followed Kreisel's lead.
 Anyway, a rose by any other name,...
 1 See especially Truth and Other Enigmas, essays 1, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 21; Frege:

 Philosophy of Language (Duckworth 1973), passim (see the Brief Subject Index, under
 'Verificationism versus realism as theories of meaning'); also 'What is a Theory of

 Meaning? (II)' in Evans and McDowell (eds.), Truth and Meaning: Essays in Semantics
 (Oxford 1976) and Concluding Philosophical Remarks, in Elements of Intuitionism, the
 Oxford Logic Guides Series (Clarendon Press 1977).
 2 Dummett [3], p. 302.
 3 See Wright [10], pp. 123-128; Dummett [3], pp. 301-2.
 4 See Wright [11], pp. 333-343.
 5 I, at any rate, was so tempted in 'Anti-realist Semantics: the Role of Criteria', Royal
 Institute of Philosophy Lectures (1978-9) on Idealism: Past and Present, published in
 Philosophy 57 (1982), 225-248; and in 'Realism, Truth-value Links, Other Minds, and the
 Past', in Papers on Logic and Language (Keele University Library 1980); repr. in Ratio 22
 (1980).
 6 Cf. Dummett, 'What is Theory of Meaning? (II)', Evans and McDowell op. cit., pp.
 94-8.
 7 At least, the point holds good for computations done out loud or on paper; and we
 can ignore any complication occasioned by the apparent indefeasibility of our assess
 ment of the outcomes of computations done 'in our heads', since it is inessential to the
 verificatory status of computation that we can effectually work in our heads at all.
 8 Whether 'can be ascertained' here is taken to allude to possibility in practice or in
 principle will not affect our treatment of the main issue of this subsection.
 9 Strawson, 'Scruton and Wright on Anti-realism, Etc.', Proc. Aristot. Soc. (1976-7), p.
 17.
 10 cf. Wright, 'Strawson on Anti-Realism', Synthese 40 (1979), pp. 285-6.
 11 cf. Wright, 'Anti-Realist Semantics: the Role of Criteria', pp. 246-8.
 12 The conclusion follows directly, provided it is granted that the net effect of finitely

 many finite increases in capacity is itself a finite increase.
 13 A set, A, is not Dedekind-infinite just in case

 -(3/)(3B)[BCA&(x)
 (x E A -+ (3 y )(y G B & fx = y & (z)((z <=A&fz = y)^z = x)))]

 The proposed strengthening comes to this: A is finite if and only if

 (J){B)[B C A -* (3x)(x G A & (-(3y)(y G B & fx = y)
 v (3z)(z <EA&fzeB&fz = fx&z* x)))]

 (The additional strength derives, of course, from the failure of intuitionistic implication
 of (3x)(P & -Q) by -(x)(P -* Q).)
 14 This thought was put to me in discussion by Christopher Peacocke.
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 15 For one approach to informal generalisation to ordinary statements of the orthodox
 intuitionist explanations of the connectives., see Wright [10], pp. 210-215, and [13]
 passim.
 16 Truth and Other Enigmas, pp. 243-7; (for discussion of whether the intuitionist's
 acceptance of 'excluded middle' for effectively decidable arithmetical statements has to
 be interpreted as an acceptance of D-type statements, rather than C-type statements,
 see Wright [10], pp. 204-215.
 17 For discussion of anti-realism and timeless truth (correct assertibility) see, of course,

 Dummett 'The Reality of the Past', Truth and Other Enigmas, pp. 358-375; (also Wright
 [10] ch. X, pp. 182-194).
 18 0 incompatible with R.
 19 Cf. Dummett [5], Truth and Other Enigmas, pp. 245.
 20 Thus, for instance, let P = Castro meets Reagan; Q = Castro insults Reagan; R =
 Castro is civil to Reagan; T = the meeting taken place in Cuba; U - Castro wants
 American trade sanctions to be lifted; V = Castro wishes to inflame anti-American
 feeling in Cuba.... it is easy, without too much implausibility, to protect the example in
 the appropriate way ad lib. [The horizontal stroke, of course, negates 'rel/suff'.]
 21 We never have reason to think that inactivity will put us in a position to verify, or to
 falsify, a decidable arithmetical statement.
 22 See in particular, J. F. Thomson, 'Tasks and Supertasks', Analysis 16 (1954); P.
 Benacerraf, 'Tasks, Supertasks, and the Modern Eleatics' Journal of Philosophy 59,
 (1962); C. S. Chihara, 'On the possibility of Completing an Infinite Process', Phil.
 Review 79 (1965); A. Gr?nbaum 'Can an Infinitude of Operations be Performed in a
 Finite Time?)' in his Philosophical Problems of Space and Time, 2nd ed. (Reidel 1973),
 pp. 630-645 and 849-851.
 23 Repudiation of the timelessness of arithmetical truth would be one, radical, tactic.
 24 Kripke, 'Wittgenstein on Rules and Private Language', presented at the Wittgenstein
 Colloquium, University of Western Ontario 1976, now published in Block (ed.),
 Perspectives on the Philosophy of Wittgenstein, Blackwell, 1981 ; and Wright [10] passim,
 but especially chs. II, XI, XX. See also Wright, 'Rule Following Objectivity and the
 Theory of Meaning', in Holtzman and Leich (eds.), Wittgenstein: To Follow a Rule,
 Routledge, 1981.
 25 [10] pp. 204-7.
 26 I owe this image to James Hopkins ('Wittgenstein and Physicalism', Proc. Aristot.
 Soc. 75 (1975), p. 136).
 27 Truth and Other Enigmas, p. 182.
 28 For discussion of it, see Wright [13]; and [10], ch XIV.
 29 [3], p. 312.
 30 For a similar argument, see Dummett [3], pp. 306-7.
 31 Yessenin-Volpin [14].
 32 [4], Truth and Other Enigmas, p. 182; [3], p. 304, 316.
 33 cf. Wittgenstein [9], III, 41.
 34That is, the actual verifiability of (Bn)Fn & 'Fn' will be a necessary condition, from the
 strict finitist point of view, of the appropriateness of denying that the F-integers constitute
 a weakly finite, weakly infinite totality.
 35 An exactly parallel line of reasoning could be constructed for binary notation.
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 A SHORT BIBLIOGRAPHY ON STRICT FINITISM

 [1] Bernays, P. 'Sur le Platonisme dans les Math?matiques', L'Enseignement
 Math?matique 34 (1935), (repr. in Benacerraf and Putnam, eds. Philosophy of
 Mathematics (Prentice-Hall 1964). See esp. pp. 280-282.

 [2] van Dantzig, D. 'Is 1010,? a Finite Number?', Dial?ctica 10 (1956), 273-7.
 [3] Dummett, M. A. E. 'Wang's Paradox', Synthese 30 (1975), pp. 301-324, repr. in M.

 A. E. Dummett, Truth and Other Enigmas (Duckworth 1978), pp. 248-68.
 [4] Dummett, M. A. E. 'Wittgenstein's Philosophy of Mathematics', Philosophical

 Review 68 (1959), repr. in Benacerraf and Putnam (eds.), op. cit; see esp. pp.
 504-507. Also in Truth and Other Enigmas, op. cit.

 [5] Dummett, M. A. E. 'The Philosophical Basis of Intuitionistic Logic' Rose and
 Shepherdson, eds. Logic Colloquim 1973. (Amsterdam, Oxford and New York,
 1975) repr. in Truth and Other Enigmas, pp. 215-247. See esp. pp. 243-7.

 [6] Kreisel, G. 'Wittgenstein's Remarks on the Foundations of Mathematics', British
 Journal for the Philosophy of Science 8 (1958), pp. 135-58. See esp. pp. 147-153.

 [7] Peacocke, C. 'Are Vague Predicates Incoherent?' Synthese 46 (1981) pp. 121-141.
 [8] Wang, H. 'Eighty Years of Foundational Studies', Dial?ctica 12 (1958), pp.

 469-497 (see esp. pp. 470-72). Repr. in A Survey of Mathematical Logic (Peking
 Science Press 1964), pp. 34-66.

 [9] Wittgenstein, L. Remarks on the Foundation of Mathematics (Blackwell 1964) I,
 153; II, 42-57; III, 41.

 [10] Wright, C. Wittgenstein on the Foundation of Mathematics (Duckworth 1980), pp.
 82-4, 117-141.

 [11] Wright, C. 'On the Coherence of Vague Predicates', Synthese 30 (1975), pp.
 325-366.

 [12] Wright, C. 'Language-Mastery and the Sorites Paradox', Evans and McDowell,
 eds., Truth and Meaning: Essays in Semantics (Oxford (1976).

 [13] Wright, C. 'Dummett and Revisionism' (Critical Notice of Truth and Other
 Enigmas, Philosophical Quarterly 31 (1981).)

 [14] Yessenin-Volpin, A. 'Le programme ultra intuitioniste des fondements des
 math?matiques', Mostowski, ed., Infinitistic Methods (Pergamon Press 1961), pp.
 201-233.

 [15] Yessenin-Volpin, A. 'The Ultra-intuitionistic Criticism and the Anti-traditional
 Programme for the Foundations of Mathematics', Kino, Myhill, Vesley, eds.,
 Intuitionism and Proof Theory, (Amsterdam 1970), pp. 1-45.

 APPENDIX

 Outline of a strict finitist semantics for first-order arithmetic

 (i) The following fairly simpleminded approach will at least serve to
 indicate some of the issues and difficulties. We shall take the notion
 of an (actually intelligible) numeral for granted, along with the more
 general notion of an (actually intelligible) natural-number denoting
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 expression ( an nde.) A numerical notational scheme for a first-order
 arithmetical language, L, is a set of actually intelligible signs compris
 ing only numerals of L and other nde's formed from them by means
 of the nde-forming resources of L.

 (ii) An elementary arithmetical accumulation, A, is the union of the
 members of a quintuple, (MA, EA, SA, PA, KA,), where MA is a
 numerical notational scheme, and EA, SA, PA and TA are relations on
 the elements of MA satisfying the following conditions:

 (a) if EAm?, then it is actually verifiable that m and n are
 identical.

 (b) if SAm?, then it is actually verifiable that n is the im
 mediate successor of m.

 (c) if PAkm?, then it is actually verifiable that the sum of k and
 > m is n.
 (d) if KAkm?, then it is actually verifiable that the product of k

 and m is n.

 (iii) An elementary arithmetical accumulation thus represents the
 pool of a set of actually intelligible nde's with a set of actually
 verifiable elementary arithmetical statements involving just those
 nde's. Intuitively, any such accumulation represents (part of) a logic
 ally possible state of human information as far as elementary arith
 metic is concerned. It is plausible, however, that we ought, strict
 finitistically, to restrict our attention to accumulations which could be
 aimed at, and be reasonably believed to have been attained, by a
 human team working in a co-ordinated way. The motive for the
 restriction, vaguely formulated as it is, is simply that a larger accumu
 lation will not really represent the full increase in information over a
 smaller one which it includes unless it is surveyable; unless it is
 possible for us to know what, assuming all has gone well, the net
 gains have been, even though none of us could singly accomplish, or
 check out, those gains.

 The restriction, be it noted, is stronger than the requirement that
 membership of an accumulation be an actually decidable question.
 Accumulations which satisfy it we shall call manageable, (reserving
 'surveyable' for proof-structures). Henceforward we shall deal only in

 manageable accumulations. How more exactly the manageability
 constraints should be formulated, and whether it is indeed strict
 finitistically inescapable, we cannot attempt to settle here.

 (iv) Let A be any manageable accumulation, and let TA contain any
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 manageable accumulation B, D A, which we can actually attain if we
 start with A. Consider a set whose members are all and only
 sequences, 2, satisfying the following conditions:

 (v) 2 contains only elements of TA
 (w) 2 has A as initial element;
 (x) 2 is well ordered by C ;
 (y) if C immediately succeeds B in 2, C exceeds B by the

 addition of one and only one element to MB, EB, SB, PB or
 TB;

 (z) 2 is a humanly practicable sequence of information
 gathering.

 Such a set, T\, is a strict finitist tree for A. Intuitively, it represents
 every feasible way of advancing our elementary arithmetical know
 ledge beyond A by single steps while preserving the manageability of
 the successive informational states at which we arrive.

 (v) What sort of structure is T$? Suppose that actual intelligibility
 tolerates the transition from any nde, m, of the L for which A is a
 numerical notational scheme to an nde of L denoting the immediate
 successor of m; and suppose that the manageability of an ac
 cumulation, B, tolerates the addition of any single actually intelligible
 nde. Then there will be indefinitely many ways of moving on from B
 by adding a single element to MB. Each accumulation, B, in a
 sequence in TS will thus have indefinitely many sequences continue
 out of it, and each such sequence will be indefinitely long, irrespective
 of the number of ways of moving on from B by adding to EB, SB, PB
 or KB. It cannot be assumed, however, that any particular elementary
 arithmetical statement which is actually verifiable if we start out from
 A will determine an acceptable single addition to EB, SB, PB, or KB, if
 only because its verification may involve verification en route of many
 new statements. (A statement is verified, for example, at every line of
 a multiplication table).

 The last consideration brings us to a point which threatens some
 very distinctive consequences for strict finitist logic and mathematics:
 we cannot assume that every elementary arithmetical statement
 which is actually verifiable if we start out from A will be represented
 in some accumulation, sooner or later, in every 2,E T% It may be
 that achieving a verification of P is a sufficiently protracted, elaborate
 business to ensure that while we can actually advance from A to a
 manageable accumulation in which P is represented, the same does
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 not hold for every B, Z> A, in some 2 in T%- either because too many
 additions are involved in verifying P to preserve manageability or
 because, simply, too much work is involved. The effect is that the
 totality of actually verifiable statements is not stable but shrinks as
 our knowledge advances. So there is an obvious threat to, for exam
 ple, the validity of conjunction-introduction: both P and Q may
 separately be actually verifiable if we start from A, but it may be that
 of no accumulation in which either is represented is there any
 manageable extension which contains a representation of the other.

 Might this instability be avoided by a different approach? Well,
 clearly no single agent can actually collectively verify even most of
 the statements which are at any particular time individually within his
 verificatory powers; and what goes for a single agent goes for a team,
 no matter how big-just by devoting their effort to particular prob
 lems, whether individually or collectively, they will pass up the
 opportunity to work effectually on others. If, on the other hand, we
 see ourselves - perhaps more realistically - as a 'team' which is pre
 mitted to add indefinitely to its stock of workers, the question is
 whether our results are to be subjected to any sort of manageablity
 constraint. If so, no advantage is gained. But if not, then, while no
 initially actually verifiable statement need ever cease to be so, it can
 no longer be guaranteed that progress down a sequence will represent
 a real increase in information, since we may lose track of what has
 previously been accomplished. But, whichever way we try to play the
 situation, no way is apparent for securing both a stable, unchanging
 stock of actually verifiable statements and a guarantee that that the
 more is actually verified, the more is known. By submitting to a
 manageability constraint we avail ourselves of the latter at the
 expense of the former.

 (vi) Let L, now, be a language suitable for first-order arithmetic;
 and let A be an elementary arithmetical accumulation whose MA is a
 numerical notational scheme for L. Then letting 'B\ 'C\ 'D\ range
 over the elements of the constituent sequences of T% and 42\ '2"
 42"\ range over those constitutent sequences, we recursively specify
 verification-conditions for the closed sentences, P, Q, R of L as
 follows:

 P is verified at B if and only if

 (1) P is elementary and a representation of P G B: or
 (2) P is Q & R and both Q and R are verified at B ; or
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 (3) P is Q v R and either Q, or R, is verified at B ; or
 (4) P is -Q and there is no 2 such that, for some C G 2, Q is

 verified at C; or
 (5) P is Q-*R and for any 2, B G 2, and any C G 2: if Q is

 verified at C, then there is a 2', such that B, C G 2' and, for
 some D in 2', R is verified at D; or

 (6) P is (3x)Fx and there is an nde, n,G MB, such that F? is
 verified at B ; or

 (7) P is (x)Fx and for any nde, ?, any 2, BG2, and any
 C,G2: if ? G Mc, then there is a 2', such that B, C G 2'
 and, for some D G 2', F? is verified at D.

 Pemar/c5

 Each of these clauses is to be read as stating a condition our recogni
 tion of whose satisfaction constitutes a verification of the appropriate
 type of closed sentence. Thus verification of a conditional consists in
 recognition that, should we advance in any way to a verification of its
 antecedent, a verification will then be feasible-if not already
 attained-of its consequent; verification of a universal statement
 consists, roughly, in recognition that, for any nde, ?, which we have
 either already constructed or can manageably go on to construct, a
 verification will be feasible of the instantiation of the universal
 statement to ?; and verification of the negation of a statement
 consists in recognition that it is nowhere verified.

 The clause for negation has what may seem the unwelcome con
 sequence that we may deny a statement simply on the ground that we
 could not surveyably assess it. How the clause might be imporved, or
 whether it might be made to seem acceptable that such cun
 mathematicaF considerations should enter into the verification-con
 ditions of mathematical statements, are questions which here I must
 leave to the reader's judgement. Notice that (4) is at any rate better
 than:

 (4)' : P is -Q and there is no 2, B G 2, such that for some
 CG 2, Q is verified at C.

 The latter would have the effect that we might come to be in position
 to deny a statement just in virtue of recognising that we could not
 now manageably achieve its verification, although at earlier, slimmer
 accumulations, a manageable accumulation incorporating the results
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 of a test would have been attainable. The consistency of the definition
 of assertibility below would then be in jeopardy.

 It would be natural now to attempt a proof that if P is verified at
 B G 2, it is verified at every C G 2 such that B C C. But the strategy
 of proof by induction on the degree of syntactic complexity of P
 awaits validation of induction, which is in doubt. On the other hand it
 is by no means obvious how we might approach questions of validity
 in general without that particular lemma. I have no better proposal at
 this stage than that we simply help ourselves to it, with no
 justification whatever.
 (vii) An open sentence, Fx, may be considered as verified at an

 accumulation just in case its universal closure is.
 A sentence is assertible just in case there is a B G some 2 in T% at

 which it is verified.
 A sentence is valid just in case it is verified at every B G some 2 in

 T%
 Let us conclude by briefly reviewing any evident points of

 difference between intuitionist arithmetic and what appears well
 motivated in the light of the foregoing.

 Logic. Consider the following axiomatic formalisation of intuitionist
 logic, IC:

 Axioms: (1) P^(PvQ) (2) Q -> (P v Q)
 (3) (P&Q)^P (4) (P&Q)-+Q
 (5) P -* (Q -> P) (6) P^ (-P -> Q)
 (7) (P->Q)-((P->(Q-R)) (8) P-*(Q^(P&Q))

 ->(P-?))
 (9) (P^Q)^((P^-Q)^~P) (10) (PvQ)->((P->K)

 ->((Q->?)->R))
 (11) (x)Fx^Ft (12) Ft^(3x)Fx

 Rules: (i) Modus Ponens; and, subject to the usual restrictions,
 .... Fy-*P A ..... P^Fy (n) //-. M7 x?ht; and (m)-, i, . ((3x)Fx)-?P p^>(x)Fx

 We have to ask whether (1)?(12) are valid under any uniform sub
 stitutions; and, I propose, whether a verification of the premise(s) of
 any of the rules guarantees at least the assertibility of the conclusion.
 With the aid of our pirated lemma, Modus Ponens clearly passes the
 test What of (ii)?
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 Suppose Fy^P verified at some accumulation, B, in T% Can we
 guarantee that ((3x)Fx)->P is verified somewhere? It might seem
 not, for could not the situation be as in Figure 1?

 Fig. l.

 The fact that, for any nde, ?, in MB, or which we can manageably
 add to it, we can advance to a verification of F? -> P is no guarantee
 that any path from B on which (3x)Fx is verified can be extended to
 lead to a verification of P. It may be rather, as the ringed section of
 the diagram indicates, that, having constructed ?, we can either
 advance to a verification of F? or to one of F?-^P but cannot
 actually do both; so that the accumulations at which F? and F?-*P
 are respectively verified have no common descendants.

 For all that it seems to advert to a genuine possibility, the coun
 terexample is evidently spurious in the presence of our unproved
 lemma; for, by the lemma, if Fy -> P is verified at B it is also verified
 at the accumulation on the leftmost branch of the depicted structure
 at which F? is verified; so there has to be a path from that ac
 cumulation on which both F?^P and, appealing again to the lemma,
 F? are verified. The worrying thing is the perspective in which the
 lemma is therefore placed: for clause (7) can be reconciled with the
 lemma only if verification of a universally quantified statement is
 constrained to involve our possession of a method for verifying its
 instances whose implementation is always manageability-preserving.
 So no construction will count as a verification of (x)Fx if, for some
 particular ? which we can manageably add to our present state of
 elementary arithmetic information, the practical possibility of using
 the construction to get a verification of F?, though presently open,
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 can lapse if we choose to give our arithmetical attention long enough
 to other matters. Thus: without the lemma, there seems no prospect
 of blocking the counterexample; but with the lemma, the conditions
 we are implicitly imposing on verification of universally quantified
 statements threaten to be impracticably severe.
 How do things stand with (iii)? Suppose we have verified P ->Fy at

 some accumulation, B ; can we now guarantee that P -> (x)Fx is verified
 somewhere? Clearly so, provided we are allowed appeal to the lemma.
 For let C be any accumulation at which P is verified lying on some path
 out of B. By the lemma, P ->Fy is also verified at C; which, by the
 appropriate clauses, intuitively means that, for every ? in Mc or
 occurring at some accumulation on some path out of C, P -? F? is
 verified at some accumulation on a path out of the accumulation at
 which ? first occurs. So since, by hypothesis and the lemma, P is verified
 at each accumulation on each path out of C, every F?, for each ? in Mc
 or occurring at some accumulation on some path out of C, is likewise
 verified at some accumulation on a path out of the accumulation at
 which ? first occurs. But that is just to say that (x)Fx is verified at C: so
 that, by clause (5), P -> (x)Fx is verified at B.
 Again, however, unless we allow appeal to the lemma, no method

 of validating the rule is apparent within the purview of the proposed
 recursive clauses; I leave it to the reader to satisfy himself of the
 obstacles that then arise.
 What of the axioms? There is no evident difficulty with any of
 (l)-(5), (11) and (12). (7) might seem intuitively suspect, since a
 verification of both P ^>Q and P -+(Q-^>R) at some B would not, by
 (5) alone, guarantee that the situation was not of the type suggested
 by Figure 2.

 Fig. 2.
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 Here it cannot be assumed that R occurs anywhere below B, since
 there is no reason to suppose that Q and Q-*P are, once P is
 verified, co-verifiable. But, again, trouble is nipped in the bud by the
 lemma; for P ^>Q, once verified at B, must be verified at every
 accumulation on every path out of B - so, in particular, at the
 accumulation at which Q-?P is verified. Whence, since, by the
 lemma, P is also verified at that accumulation, both Q^>R and Q
 must be co-verified at some accumulation below.

 It is notable too, after our earlier misgivings about conjunction
 introduction, that (8) would seem to be valid. The misgivings were
 sound enough, of course: the assertibility of a conjunction cannot be
 guaranteed by the individual assertibility of its conjuncts. But, such is
 clause (5), (8) in no way views with that. I leave it to the reader to
 satisfy himself on the point. As for (6), (9), and (10), there at least no
 obvious way of counterexemplifying them; but this is not the place
 for a more decisive investigation.
 What it appears fair to conclude is that, within the framework of

 the foregoing and - as it seems to me - natural interpretations of the
 logical constants on behalf of strict finitism, the prospect of validation
 of a logic close in strength to intuitionist logic is at least not closed;
 but it would seem to rest on the assumption incorporated in our
 lemma, the effect of which is to impose constraints of ominous sev
 erity on the verification-conditions of universal and conditional state
 ments, far exceeding the overt requirements of clauses (7) and (5).

 Arithmetic. To IC we can add the following standard first-order
 axioms to obtain intuitionist arithmetic, IA:

 (A) (3x)x = 0
 (B) (x)(3y)y = x'
 (C) (x)O^x'
 (D) (x)(y)x'=y'^x = y
 (E) ((x)(Fx -> Fx') & F0)-> (x)Fx
 (F) (x)x = x
 (G) (x)(y)x = y -? ?x = ty (V any term
 (H) (*)(y)x = y -* Fx -> Fy) forming operator)
 (I) (x)x-0 = x
 (J) (x)(y)x + y' = (jc + y)'
 (K) (x)x x 0 = x
 (L) (x)(y)xxy' = (xxy) + x

 Peano
 Axioms

 Axioms for
 identity

 Axioms for
 > sum and
 product
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 We close with three observations about this group. First, the asser
 tibility of the axioms for zero and successor, (A)-(D) will require that
 the manageability of an accumulation, B, always tolerates the addition
 to MB of ?' for any ? in MB and that such an addition is invariably
 actually possible.

 Second, there may be a temptation to think that, despite the
 reservations expressed in subsection 11, the induction axiom, (E),
 may be saved by the strength given by the lemma to our inter
 pretations of the universal quantifier and the conditional. For suppose
 we have verified both FO and (x)Fx^Fx' at some accumulation, B;
 then for any nde, ?, and any path through B, if ? occurs on 2 at C,
 then a verification of F?-^F?' occurs on some 2' such that B, C G 2'.
 Hence a verification of FO' occurs at some accumulation, D, on a path
 out of B. By the lemma, however, (x)Fx^Fx' is verified at that
 accumulation also; so, by the same reasoning as before, FO" occurs at
 some accumulation F on a path out of D... and so on. Thus there is
 a path out of B on which each of FO, FO', FO",... etc. is verified; does
 it not follow a fortiori that (x)Fx is verified at B?

 It is, to be sure, especially uncomfortable to appeal to our unproved
 lemma in attempting to vindicate the assertibility of induction. But the
 reasoning fails anyway: we cannot advance to the conclusion that
 (x)Fx is verified at B, or anywhere else, unless we can guarantee
 either that no nde's feature anywhere in T% which are not of the
 canonical form, 0' '-(a restriction already violated by I-L)-or that
 any non-canonical nde has a verified canonical equivalent on any path
 on which it features. In the latter case not every actually intelligible
 nde could feature in T%; (not to deny that such a price in terms of
 comprehensiveness might be worth paying if induction could thereby
 saved.)

 Third, the axioms J and L, expressing the recursions for sum and
 product threaten, on two natural assumptions, to be deniable. For
 suppose B were an accumulation at which L, say, was verified. Then
 every path out of B is such that for every pair of nde's, ? and m, on
 it, there is a verification of?xm' = (?xm) + ? on some continuation
 of the path. But what is such a verification? The first assumption is
 that if it first requires a computation of a canonical numeral j, such
 that ? x r?'= j; then a computation of a canonical numeral, k, such
 that ? x m = k; and then a verification that k + n = j, then there will
 be a large class of actually intelligible (and indeed canonical) 'rogue'
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 nde's for which there is no question of our being able actually to
 verify the relevant equality. So B must be such that no such nde's
 occur on any path out of it. But that cannot be so if-(the second
 assumption) - the manageability of any accumulation tolerates the
 addition of any single actually intelligible na]e, and any such addition
 is always humanly feasible. For then the comprehensiveness of T\
 requires that there are certain to be paths out of B on which 'rogue'
 nde's feature. So there can be no such B, and, by clause (4), ?L is
 consequently verified everywhere. (The same holds for J provided, as
 seems plausible, there occur on paths out of each B actually in
 telligible nde's whose addition cannot surveyably be performed).

 The particular approach which we have adopted looks as though it
 holds some prospect of support for Wang's suggestion, reported by
 Dummett in [4], that strict finitist logic might coincide with intuitionist
 logic but that the arithmetic would be weaker. But there are many
 alternative ploys to explore within the type of strategy illustrated; and
 many alternative strategies to try as well-most notably, an in
 vestigation of ways of restricting the lemma, and their consequences.
 If strict finitist formal theories were to prove rich and interesting in
 the end, well and good. But the real philosophical gain to be harvested
 from this line of research will be an understanding of the cost of
 combining the most powerful, general anti-realist polemic with the
 assumptions which led the intuitionists to revisionism.
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